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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

The material on which this grammatical sketch of the Yuchi
Language is based has been collected during several field trips to

the Yuchi Indians of Central Oklahoma which were undertaken
during the summer of 1928 and in the winter of 1929, covering in

all a period of about five months. Both trips were financed by the

fund for linguistic research of the Council of Learned Societies at

the recommendation of Professor Franz Boas of Columbia Univer-

sity, New York City.

I am deeply indebted to Professor Boas for many useful suggest-

ions regarding the methods of fieldwork as well as the following

elaboration and arrangement of the grammatical information.

The present grammatical sketch is intended to be used in connect-

ion with the collection of Yuchi Tales published by the same author

as vol. XIII of the ,,Publications of the American Ethnological

Society (New York 1931)." The illustrating examples contained in

this grammar are without exception taken from that volume. To
enable the reader to place them into their proper context all

examples have been given with page and sentence references. Thus
the reference 20,1 behind the example "dicaxdji I have reached"
which will be found on page 306 of the present volume refers to

page 20 sentence no. 1 of the "Yuchi Tales" where the example
occurs in the full context of the narrative.

The lists of stems given in the chapters on the noun and the verb

are not intended to be exhaustive. A full vocabulary of the Yuchi
Language will be published separately.

London, May 1934. Giinter Wagner.



YUCHI

BY GtFNTER WAGNER

§§ 1—17. I. PHONOLOGY
A. Vowels

§ 1. DESCRIPTION OF VOWELS

There are four series of vowels in Yuchi which seem to be of

equal importance: 1) an open, 2) a nasalized, 3) a closed, and 4)

a

glottalized series. The vowels occuring in each series are:

1) open series:

I as in English "pin", "thin" etc.,

£ as in English "get",

voiced exactly as the German open "o", e. g. in "noch".

Of these three vowels e and o occur frequently and may be

considered the most characteristic vowel sounds of Yuchi. i occurs

exclusively before n and may have developed from the nasalized

I = I. (see § 9). Open a and open v occur only as nasalized sounds.

2) nasalized series

:

i there is no equivalent in English for the open, nasalized i. It is

articulated far forward: {.19, dji'.

£ an open, nasalized e, similar to French "fin",

a as in French "dans".

g as in French "mon".
y nasalized v.

3) closed series

:

* as in English "meat", "feet" etc.,

a as in English "father",

o as in German "rot",

u as in English "room" or German "Buch".

A closed e (as the French e) does not occur. There is, however,

an obscure final d (as the e in German "Name") which is sometimes

slightly lengthened and then heard as e; e. g.: hawetwa'le, Kala'Te.

4) glottalized series:

All three series of vowels just discussed occur glottalized. In

initial position the glottal stop is weaker than after a vowel or a

consonant, but it can be distinctly recognized in initial H, h, 'e,

and 'a where it is very frequent.
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§ 2. JUXTAPOSITION OF VOWELS

While there is no true diphthongization in Yuchi we frequently

encounter juxtaposition of two vowels which enter into a more or

less close relationship. Altogether we can distinguish three types

of juxtaposition:

a) two vowels of equal length with a diphthongal glide between

them:
aodshe, tsiac'§', catio'ne, tsi'q, Tolaong', s'a'gk^a.

As may be seen from these examples the accent can be on the

second vowel; vowels of all three series may be combined in such

a diphthongal glide.

b) both vowels have a separate impulse of voicing:

ts\gape' .ende^ wedza.a'ong

kiwe'.§we'la yu.afa'

c) the vowels are separated by a glottal stop

:

alewe'e^g' hfg'dit'e

hgk^qKt'e'dd

The combinations in which these various types of juxtaposition

occur do not seem to be limited, although the diphthongalglide occurs

most frequently in the combinations ao and io. The following

table shows the most frequent vowel combinations and the types

of juxtaposition:
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§§ 3—6. VOWEL PKOCESSES

§ 3. (a) Contractions

Contraction is one of the most frequent processes ofYuchi
phonology. It occurs exclusively in rapid speech and the full forms
can always be easily reconstructed. There are two tjrpes of con-

traction, one which shortens words to mere fragments and which
does not seem to underlie any phonetic rules^ and another one
which is restricted to a few definite combinations of sounds. Thus
we have:

1) Whenever the semi-vowel w is preceded by the vowels i, e, a, o

and followed by e a contraction may take place which results in

the elimination of w and produces a different vocalic quality

:

i -'r we becomes u
e -\- WE „ o

a -\- WE „ o, ao, or a
O + WE „ O, 00

Examples

:

Ti'wEkw§djin becomes Tu'kw§djm in he put
ri'wEfa becomes ru'fa in they stand
Ti'wep*a becomes Tu''p*a in he looked

aWwEgahs becomes alo'gahe when they get there

Ie'weti^ becomes Zo'w? that one
gont'EWEn^ becomes gonCo'nq the person

cafawE'ng becomes cafo'nq the moon
TalawEH'i' becomes ralaong' the wolf

a'wEgwadjin becomes a-'gwadjin he said

tso'wsng becomes tso'on^ the sun
got'o'wEng becomes goCo'n^ the child

yapiPo'wEng becomes yapil^o'ng the wagon

2) In coimection with the semi-vowel y only one instance of

contraction has been observed, viz.:

-\- ya becomes a:

goya'xKa becomes ga^'xKa a white man

3) If h stands between two vowels a contraction may occur in

the following combinations :

ahi becomes a-:

hahifE becomes ha-'t's not one

ah^ becomes a-

:

ahggwahe' becomes a-'gwahs when they say
s'a'hgwi becomes s'a-'wi he fell down

g. k^ala' WE's'ndi becomes k'a'ndi.
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s^a'hgfaw§ becomes s''a-'Vaw§ he drops

yahgkw§dji'n becomes ya-'kw§djin he sang

ehe becomes e

:

yone hs'nde becomes yons'nde the fawn and then. . .

4) If n stands between two vowels the following contractions

may occur

:

ane becomes a:

tseha'nehe becomes tsehq'he you swim

ene becomes f

:

tse'ne becomes fef dog
ale'negaya becomes al§'gaya if you get back there

5) Intervocalic I is eliminated and the vowels contracted in the

following case:

ala becomes a-:

h'ala' Ta becomes fc'a-' ra things on top of

6) Contractions of vowels standing in juxtaposition is extremely

rare. Only the two following examples have been observed

:

goa'dene becomes ga-'dene

we'o'ntaha becomes wo'ntaha

§ 4, (b) NASALIZATION

In a few cases nasalization of the vowels o, a, and e has been
observed without any accompanying change in meaning:

na becomes nq and 88,47 and 100,11

£ becomes f in: §''ondzela she will eat us 102,31, and
§yuTn^'cg she makes signs.

§ 5. (c) ASSIMILATION

Vowel assimilation has been observed in a few cases only,

all of which represent the type of a regressive assimilation

:

1) Assimilation to *:

weditne becomes widitns I saw him 250,10

Kewi'he becomes Kiwi'he when it passed 176,46

we^'il§ we'ng becomes wi''il§ we'ng the big ones 292,10

2) Assimilation to a:

hondze'twa becomes hondza'twa they kill me 170,12

yub'a' becomes yab'a' high 172,21

3) Assimilation to e

:

hi'le becomes he'le all

flows'da becomes f'ews'da 4, 6
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§ 6. (d) DISSIMILATION

Vowel dissimilation seems to be restricted to the vowel o.

Examples

:

h^ni^ becomes hs'nq they
hido^o'nda becomes Mda'o'nda I know
hgk'g'gg becomes hgk'§'gg they run with
hqhgle'nq becomes hohgls'ng catch him, 126, 76

§§ 7—10. B. Consonants

§ 7. survey of consonants
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palatal x (as in German "ich"), and a velar x (as in German "ach").

/, s, and c also occur glottalized as/^ s', and c', and/and c labialized

as fw and cw.

Among the affricatives there are four series: 1. sonant, 2. surd

with varying degrees of aspiration, 3. glottalized and 4. labialized.

As to the point of articulation we have linguo-dental dz and ts,

and linguo-alveolar dj and tc.

There are only two nasals, the sonant bilabial m, and n which

varies from linguo-dental to alveolar. Before palatal stops a nasal-

ization of a vowel often develops into a palatal n, e. g. noyka three.

Of the laterals I is an alveolar sonant and I a dorsal-palatal

surd which also occurs glottalized as P.

§§ 8—10. CONSONANTIC PROCESSES

§ 8. (a) Elimination of consonants

The semi-vowels w and y, the aspirate h and the consonants n
and I may be eliminated when they stand between certain vowels

(see vowel contractions, p. 4).

§ 9. (b) Consonantic development of vowel qv/ility

(a) Whenever a nasalized vowel is followed by a stop an assimi-

lative consonant may be inserted. Thus:

{ becomes mi \

f „ em I

a ,, am / before h, p, p
? „ om\
V „ vm'

Examples

:

homp'a' they look for sempe'^§ very good
hemp'adji' you look for yo'm^p^ac'^^e' his backbone

{ becomes in \

§ „ my
q ,, an / before d, t, t

? „ on \

V ,, vn '

Examples

:

gowa'c'endjin I was bxirning e'ndjuhi all day
hondze they a'ntsole are you asleep ?

andze you

f becomes ly^

? „ ey

q. „ ay ) before g, k, k

? „ oy

V .. vy

1 The palatal y has not been distinguished from the linguo-alveolar n in the
text.
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Examples

:

a noyga we arrive

neyga'ls true enough
ca'yKa bull snake

(P) Whenever an open or closed unnasalized vowel is followed

by a dental or alveolar stop (d, t, t) or by a palatal stop (g, k, k)

the surd spirants x (dorsal-palatal) and x (velar) respectively may
be inserted. Thus:

i becomes



m
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This list gives the possible combinations only without reference

to the relative frequency of their occurence. Such a list would be
difficult to obtain as there are many homonyms and derived stems
which would render the results irrelevant. Approximately, the

combination v c v is the most frequent one, next to which come the

monosyllabic stems consisting of c v.

§ 13. INITIAL AND FINAL POSITION

Both vowels and consonants occur in initial position. A survey
of several hundred verbal and nominal stems shows that every

sound occurs in initial position except the vowels e, u, and v, and
the spirants x and x. With the exception of the temporal -djin

(see p. 118) all words end in a vowel which may be open, closed,

nasalized, aspirated or glottalized.

§ 14. CONSONANTIC CLUSTERS

The juxtaposition of two consonantic sounds is not frequent,

as may be seen from the list of sound-combinations given above
in the paragraph on "distribution of vowels and consonants." Out
of the nine sound-combinations that occur only four have consonants

in juxtaposition (ccv, vccv, ccvcv, cvccv). Clusters of more than

two consonants do not seem to occur at all (except in cases of m, n,

X OT X developed from nasalized or aspirated vowels, see § 9).

By far not all consonants can stand in juxtaposition. The only

combinations that have been found in more than 3000 words and
word complexes are: the fricatives s and c with the stops p, p,

d, T, t, K, k, resulting in sp, sp, sd, cp, cp, cd, etc.; the dental

stops T and t with n = tu, tn, and, finally, n followed by d, t,

, tw, s, c, ts, tc, tsiv, tew, and I. (for examples see §§ 24, 45).

§§ 15—16. D. Accent

§ 15. ACCENT IN BISYLLABIC WORDS

In Yuchi the significance of stress is more psychological and
semantic than morphological. There is no primary position of the

accent on a fixed syllable within the word-unit. Nevertheless

certain tendencies may be observed: With bisyllabic nominal

stems the accent in most cases falls on the second syllable. This

seems to be due to the fact that the second syllable, as a rule,

modifies and specifies the first syllable which represents the general

element

:

y^spa' pecan y^cpi' walnut
yonfo' acorn

see § 24.
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In some cases the position of the accent has a semantic signi-

ficance, e. g.

:

ca'ya squirrel caya' weeds
ne 'wsng this newe'nq these

Nominalized verbal stems (see § 25) that end in the suffix -ne

have the stress on either the first or the second syllable, e. g.:

gone baby tso'ne pig nut
gwa'ne owl tsens dog
cane duck sene iron

c Tine spoon se'ne bird

The bisyllabic nouns of a third group seem to be composed of

two monosyllabic stems of equal value with the accent on either

the first or the second syllable, e. g.:

r?' Ta light a'ga day
n^n^' creek p'^i'h§ noise

etc.

In bisyllabic verbal stems the position of the accent seems to be

entirely irregular (see § 45).

§ 16. ACCENT IN POLYSYLLABIC WORD-UNITS

(a) Primary and secondary accent

In most word-units that consist of more than two syllables we
may distinguish a primary (') and a secondary (') accent. As in the

case of the bisyllabic words it is impossible to recognize definite

rules as to the position of both accents : The secondary accent may
precede or follow the primary accent, both may stand close together,

or they may be separated by several syllables, e. g.:

d'gawaha'h days many Toha'hqn^ the older one
anehe'nedjCn we used to stay hgwelane'c§'dji (the road) that he

there used to go

(b) Change of accent in compounded words

(a) If two nouns are compounded the more specialized noun
usually carries the main accent:

gocH-bilo'ne shirt (cloth round) yitdacH' - Tsne' door-lock
yu-dacH' door (house-mouth) ya'so-yas'i' pine-stick

((3) Whenever contractions take place the contracted syllable is

stressed

:

go'nfewe'n^ becomes gont'o-'ng

(cp.§3).

Pitch accent, if it occurs at all, is of no grammatical-significance.

§ 17. E. Quantity
Aside from its grammatical and semantic significance (see § 54)

the quantity of vowels figures phonetically in cases of vowel con-

21
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tractions. Thus the vowels resulting from the contractions discussed

above (see § 3) are lengthened: i + we becomes u-^, ahi becomes
a- etc.

In rapid speech the last vowel that is stressed in each sentence

is often lengthened and slightly raised in pitch.

§ 18. II. GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

The following grammatical processes may be distinguished in

Yuchi

:

1. Compounding (see §§ 24, 48),

2. Prefixing (see §§ 30—42, 57—59),

3. Suffixing (see §§ 25—27, 50—56),
4. Reduplication (see §§ 27, 54),

5. Nasalization (see § 51),

6. Position (see §§ 22, 32).

§§ 19—22. III. IDEAS EXPRESSED BY MORPHOLOGICAL
DEVICES

§ 19. A. Nominal Ideas

The basic element in the nominal complex is the mono- or

bisyllabic stem which is either primary or a compound of several

primary stems. Apart from this class of stems a word can be

nominalized by suffixing a noun-forming element to an adjectival

or verbal stem.

Nouns are classified by means of article-suffixes as animate and
inanimate. Within the former group a general dividing line is

drawn between members of the tribe and all other animate beings,

the former again being distinguished according to kinship and sex.

Within the second, the inanimate group, the distinction between

round, upright and horizontal dimensions of objects serves as the

classifying principle.

The idea of number is not very well developed. Both collectivity

and plurality of inanimate objects are denoted by one nominal

suffix which replaces the classificatory suffixes of the singular forms.

With animate nouns the distinction between tribal and non-tribal

is upheld by two distinct plural suffixes while the kinship and sex

differentiations are reduced to a few forms. When the number
is indicated by numerals or numeral adverbs like "a few", "many
etc. the plural suffixes do not occur.

Local and temporal distribution (here and there, in places, now

55

Lengthening of vowels is denoted by a raised dot following the vowel.
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and then etc.) are expressed by reduplication of the nominal or

adjectival stem (see § 54).

Locative concepts are expressed in the noun by a few suffixes of

a general character (see § 29), the more specific expressions of

location always being found in verbal prefixes or in independent

locatives.

§ 20. B. Pronominal Ideas

The pronoun is by far the best developed grammatical category

of the Yuchi language. Except in the independent emphatic forms

it does not constitute a word-unit by itself but is prefixed either to

the noun or to the verb.

Personal and possessive pronouns have first, second, and third

persons singular, an inclusive and exclusive first person plural (but

no dual) and a second person plural. The third person plural is

identical with that of the singular. Within the third person the same
ideas are distinguished as in the nouns designating animate objects,

viz.: tribal membership as against all other animate beings, different

degrees of kinship-relationship between the speaker and the person

referred to (this includes reference to sex in some pronominal

forms), and male and female speech. There is only one third person

referring to inanimate objects with no further distinction as to

the shape or dimension of the object.

The personal pronouns have three subjective series, the first

implying a general and the second a specific object, while the third

one is independent and emphatic. Furthermore there are a direct

objective and an indirect objective series. The reflexive series

consist of contracted forms of the first two subjective series and
the direct objective series.

Among the possessive pronouns four distinct series may be

recognized with forms parallel to the personal pronouns. It has not

been possible, however, to show corresponding differences in

meaning between the four series.

The ideas of dual reciprocity (e. g. : they [two] talk to each other)

and of plural reciprocity (e. g. they [many] fight one another) are

expressed by two particles, placed between the pronoun and the

verbal stem.

The interrogative pronouns are not well developed. There is

only one formative prefix that can be modified by compounding
it with various other elements, especially the classifying suffixes

(see § 26).

There are two general demonstrative prefixes corresponding to

English "this" and "that" which are modified by compounding
with the classifying elements discussed above.

21*
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§ 21. C. The Verb:

The verbal, like the nominal stems, are either monosyllabic or

compounds of several elements of speech which cluster round a

primary verbal stem. Furthermore verbs are formed by suffixing

a verbalizing element to nouns, adjectives, adverbials and even
prefixes (e. g. "to be on," "to be inside" etc.)

The ideas of a general and a specific object of the verb are express-

ed by two different pronominal series (see § 31). With some verbs

this approaches the distinction between transitive and intransitive

(e. g. I burn a field, and I am burning [as a state]).

Instrumentality as a general concept (without implication or

mentioning of the instrument) is expressed by a prefix, the range

of which extends beyond those verbs the English equivalents of

which are usually thought to involve an instrumental (see § 57).

Locatives which are suffixed when they modify the noun are

prefixed when they function in the verbal complex (see above).

All other ideas modifying the verbal stem are expressed by
suffixes. The tenses are comparatively well developed. Approxi-

mately the forms express: 1) The incomplete past (corresponding

closely to the English imperfect), 2) the completed past, 3) the near

future, and 4) the distant future. These ideas, moreover, are

considerably extended and modified by compounding the temporal

suffixes with modal and other elements. Such compounds are

understood as units with a stereotyped meaning and may be

considered secondary temporal suffixes.

The following modes may be distinguished: The infinitive (the

verbal stem prefixed by an impersonal pronoun "people" or

"human"), the indicative, the imperative, the hortative, the

potential, the emphatic, the mood denoting "ability" and, finally,

the interrogative. Except the infinitive they are all indicated by
suffixes.

There are only a few aspects that are denoted by formal devices

:

The continuative or durative, the habitual, the reiterative and the

distributive, the last two being denoted by reduplication of the

verbal stem.

Comparison is expressed both in adjectives and static verbs,

a distinction being made between the degrees "quite", "too" and

"very". The suffix denoting "very" also occurs with the meaning

of a true superlative while the comparative can only be expressed

by the adverbial "more" following the adjective which it modifies.

§ 22. D. Syntactic Structure

The definition of the word-unit in Yuchi cannot be given in

absolute terms as it is extremely flexible, due to the far reaching
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processes of compounding. The determination of the word-unit

in one direction, viz. its minimal extent, is indicated clearly by the

criterion of the independent and meaningful unit^. Although this is a

subjective criterion which does not primarily rest upon formal (e. g.

phonetic) principles, it seems to be the only valid principle of clas-

sifying the elements of speech into independent words and affixes.

The upper limit of the word-unit, viz. the maximal size of a

compound, is more difficult to determine. Thus noun plus adjective

may be considered as two independent words in juxtaposition or

as a nominal compound (see § 24b).

Wherever affixes enter into a compound the word-unit is determ-

ined by the first prefix and the last suffix modifying the central

stem; e. g.: ha-hi-Ta-we-p'^a'-Te-dji'n = they could not pull up

with; p'^a is the verbal stem "pull"; ha-hi-Ta-we are the various

prefixes: ha- negative, hi instrumental, ra- locative, ive- personal

pronoun "they"; -re is the suffix denoting ability and -djin the

temporal suffix, indicating the incomplete past.

Proclitics and enclitics which modify the whole sentence are

losely connected with the word with which they precede or follow,

and do not form with them word units.

As the nominal complex precedes the verbal complex it was some-

times difficult to decide whether we are dealing with a nominal

suffix or a verbal prefix. Thus in the sentence: yu-Ti-hq-la-djin

house-into-he-go-past, tI may be considered suffixed to the noun yu

or prefixed to the verb la. In such cases the decision has been made
either on phonetic grounds (accent and hiatus between two words) or

by analogy with parallel forms where the position of the affix clearly

indicates whether it belongs to the nominal or the verbal complex.

The following types of word-units may be distinguished

:

1) The noun or nominal complex,

2) The independent (emphatic) pronoun,

3) The verb or verbal complex,

4) The independent particle (locative, temporal, conjunctive,

adverbial and exclamatory).

The position of the various pre- and suffixes within the word-unit

is definite. Of the prefixes the pronouns (both personal and poss-

essive) stand nearest to the stem, the objective pronoun in most

forms preceding the subjective pronoun (see § 32). In the nominal

complex there are no prefixes apart from the possessive pronouns,

the demonstratives being independent words preceding and follow-

ing the nominal complex. In the verbal complex the personal

^ This could, be ascertained in each case by isolating certain parts of word-
complexes and asking my informants for their meaning. Whenever this

could not be given without putting the element in question into a larger

context I have called it an affix or an enclitic respectively.
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pronouns are preceded by the locative prefixes and by the

instrumental, the latter preceding the former. If there is a proc-

litic (e. g. the negative na-) it precedes all other prefixes.

Of the suffixes the nominalizing and verbalizing elements imme-
diately follow the stem. In the nominal complex the only other

suffixes are the classifying elements (singular and plural forms)

which are followed by the general locatives (see § 29). In the

verbal complex the sequence of suffixes is: Comparative, modal,

nterrogative, temporal. The enclitics, as a rule, follow the temporal

luffixes (see accompanying chart with analysed verb forms).

•

g
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Translations of analysed verbal forms on accompanying chart:

those who had died, 248,18

we used to go, 260,2

I was born from, 104,46

those that used to stay there, 248,7

it happened to be there, 286,17

she had put in, 86,41

they fiddle for us, 14,12

he scolded me, 262,19

when they said to us only, 266,17

I saw you
I pity him
and there when they went with her, 22,8

they hit one another, 302,39

they went with us, 272,14

while he was standing on, 256,34

whether he used to fish, 280,10

you are standing here and so, 134,16

she had been up there, 40,23

(things) that I have gone through, [weda = I go, § 35, 10], 286,26

it could pass through, 266,9

are you asleep ? 14,11

do you see him ?

I become with

I made with
(something) that he talked about, 260,2

not into the water I jump (I wanted), 262,21

not they give (they wanted), 116,26

do not turn me loose! 102,31

catch him! 126,76

I may die, 94,45

The sentence structure is comparatively simple and very regular.

The simple sentence consists of a subject noun (which may be

modified by attributes, classifying suffixes etc.), an object noun,

and the predicative verbal complex in which the subject and object

are always repeated in the forms of the personal pronouns. Thus the

sentence: "the man saw the horse" is rendered in Yuchi: gonfe'nq

b^axTe'wdng we'hgTue Man the -— horse the — it he saw. If there

are several verbal ideas they are expressed by juxtaposition of

verbal complexes (e. g. p. 92, 31: How to get home she did not

know but she ran, she kept on, she went).

The position of the independent particles seems to be free; they

either precede or follow the subject (e. g. the rolling stone there

it was in the water, he found).

Sentences are coordinated and subordinated by enclitics (see §§
60—63) placed following the verb of the first clause. Subordination

of a clause under a word (corresponding to the English relative

clause) is achieved by suffixing enclitics to the last element of the

relative clause (see § 62 b).
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The more specific features of syntax will be dealt with in the

following discussion of morphology.

§§ 23—69. IV. MORPHOLOGY
§§ 23—29. A. The Noun

Although in a few exceptional cases there is no distinction

between nominal and verbal or adjectival stems^ noun and verb

can, as a rule, be clearly distinguished. However, nouns can often

be used in a predicative sense and verbs, on the other hand, can

be transformed into nominal forms. The specific positions taken

by the nominal and verbal categories will be elucidated through

the subsequent discussion of the nominal and verbal complexes.

The nominal stem is either monosyllabic or polysyllabic. All

polysyllabic stems which may be compounds of practically every

element of speech, belong to one class and differ only in the degree

to which the compounded elements are fused together. Wliile this

fusion in some bisyllabic stems is so firm (and probably so old)

that they cannot be analyzed into their compounding elements,

others yield to analysis easily. The stems of more than two syllables

can almost always be reduced to their component elements. Never-

theless, they function as stems and can only be modified by affix-

ation to the whole unit.

§ 23. Monosyllabic stems

The number of monosyllabic stems is limited to a short list of

words of rather elementary meaning:

*
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§ 24. POLYSYLLABIC STEMS

(a) Bisyllabic steins

Bisyllabic stems are by far more numerous than the monosyllabic

ones and, in fact, comprise the bulk of nominal stems. As to their

structure we may distinguish three groups:

(a) Compounds, consisting of a noun plus an adjective, both of

which also occur as independent words; e. g.

:

y^spa' pecan (?/? nut, SPa oblong)

y^cpi' walnut [cpi black)

gocpi' negro {go human being)

(P) Compounds, consisting of a monosyllabic noun plus a speciT

fying element which does not occur as independent word. A few

typical examples of this second group are furnished by the de-

rivatives formed from the nominal stems ya tree, log, wood; go

human being; and cu fish:

yawg'

ya'ha



8
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3) Noun plus neutral verb

:

tsofo'hilika' corn meal (corn round pulverized)

s'ayucu' earthquake (earth shakes)

yiVitc'o' pocket knife (knife bends)

4) Noun plus suffix

:

agqfa' east (day towards)

aga'le morning (day again)

yasTaxek'^' chair (board leg[s] with)

5) Noun plus independent particle

:

s§hafa' heaven (good[ness] towards)

s'ayubW hill (earth upward)
cH§hafa' hell (bad[ness] towards)

kal'opohe' pie (bread imder)

6) Noun plus possessive pronoun plus noun

:

yahoVo' fruit (ya tree, ho its, Vo fruit)

yapiPohicf^' road (wagon its path)

yapiloTipahoH'ct'§ railroad (wagon inside burns its road)

^y^ekH' spider web (spider its web)

b'axTswetsole' barn (horse its home)
CPahofo' blackberry seed (blackberry its seed)

(see possessive pronouns § 39).

Each of these types, of course, can take the part of the noun
in the same or any of the other types whereby the number of actual

combinations becomes considerably larger. Thus the word for

railroad yapiPoTipahoH'cf§ is a combination of the types 2 plus

4 plus 3 plus 6 as the following analysis shows

:

yapiVo' wood round > noun plus adjective (type 2)

yapiVo ri wagon inside> noun plus suffix (type 4)

yapWori pa (wagon inside) burns > noiin plus verb (type 3)

yapil'oTipa ho 'iot'§ (wagon inside burns) its path > noun plus

possessive pronoun plus noun (type 6)

§ 25. NOMINALIZATION

As has been shown in the preceding discussion of polysyllabic

nouns the first element in any nominal compound is always a

primary nominal stem. This initial element seems to determine the

nominal character of the whole compound. In all cases, however,

where an active verb enters into the nominal compound the verbal

element weighs so strong that the suffixation of a nominalizing

element -ne is required. This suffix is identical with the verbal

habitual and it seems possible that its nominalizing force rests upon
the implied idea of frequent repetition.
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Examples

:

yaXTiPa'ns fireplace (yaxri fire, pa bum)
we'ygpone' elk > deercaller (w§^yg' deer, pg call)

Tek'ik'o'ne trackmaker ( Tek'i' track, k'g make)
tsep'ens' drainkard (tse water, p'e drink)

culane fish otter (cii fish, la eat)

b'aXTolane' oats (b^ixre horse, la eat)

ict'EC'ene' soldier (ict'£ road, c'e watch)

A number of animal names which do not yield to analysis seem

to have been formed after the same pattern:

ca'ane'
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of nouns, designating animate beings, the article suffixes are differ-

entiated into two groups, one referring to members of the Yuchi

tribe only and the other one to all other animate beings, comprising

all humans outside the tribe, animals and a few mythological beings

such as the Sun and the Moon. The further differentiation is

restricted to the tribal group within which different degrees of

kinship are distinguished (for the exact definition of these kinship

classifications see the chapter on personal pronouns, § 31).

The suffixes denoting these various ideas are:

1) tribal:

-ss'nq

denoting different degrees of kinship and male and
female speech, see § 31-eng

-o'nif

-i'ng

2) non-tribal:

Examples

:

Ta'law9ng the wolf

gonfenq the (Yuchi) man
gonfewdng' the man (a white man, and Indian of another tribe, a

negro, etc.)

tsowarns'ssng my sister

doTaonss^e'ng my brother

ditsehfs'ng my mother
tset'§H'ng my father

The inanimate objects are differentiated into three parallel

groups of equal importance

:

1) objects with a prevailingly vertical dimension (such as standing

poles, trees, high mountains, tall houses etc.).

2) objects with a prevailingly horizontal dimension (such as

lakes, streams, roads, fields, logs lying on the ground, etc.).

3) objects of a roundish shape or, generally speaking, of a dimen-

sion that is indifferent to the ideas of vertical and horizontal (such

as rocks, bushy trees, chairs etc.).

The suffixes expressing these are : vertical = -fa, horizontal =
-*e, and round = -dji. They are identical with the verbal stems

"to stand", "to lie", and "to sit".

Examples

:

ya'fa the tree ng'ng'e the creek

yu'fa the house ri'dji the rock

ya^e' the log yasradek^g'dji the chair

s'a'e' the field

Abstract nouns and nouns the physical extension of which is

insignificant may be grouped under any one of the three categories.

A few examples from the text will illustrate this usage

:
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tsera'paxdji my strength tse*§'s' the rain

dita'xdji my heart k^ala'^e the thing

h^wedene'^s their language tsewo^iefa' my spirit

k^alagoyune'^s the sickness ditcifa' my eye
ggcicine'^e the poverty

§ 27. NUMBER

With all inanimate objects plurality and collectivity are ex-

pressed by a suffix -ha which takes the place of the classifying

suffixes -fa, -'e and -dji. If the noun is followed by one or several

adjectives, -ha is suffixed to the last adjective modifying the noun.

There is no dual form of the noun.

Examples

:

ya'ha trees

yag§'}ui long trees

yasH§'}ia small logs

yufia' houses

yu'a^yaXKciha' big white houses

golak'o'neha food

tsoka'xkaha flour

tsosoriha sugar

tohioloha a pile of potatoes

If the noun is modified by a numeral or by adverbials implying

the idea of plurality -ha is not suffixed

:

yanqwe two trees

ya Tola' four trees

yuk'a'fe a few houses

wawaha'le many summers (waha'le many)

Nouns denoting animate beings are pluralized by the addition

of suffixes that correspond closely to the singular forms of the

article suffixes. While the distinction between Yuchi and non-

Yuchi and between male and female speech is carried over to the

plural, the various degrees of kinship relation (expressed by hg,

SE, s^e in the singular) are not expressed in the plural forms. Thus

we have

:

1) tribal members:

a) male speech: -he'ng

b) female speech: -o'n^

-i'ng

2) animate beings outside of the tribe

:

-ws'ng

Examples

:

gont'ehe'ng the people

doTao'one'o'ng my brothers (woman talking)

ondzetsef§H'ng our fathers (women talking)

gocpiwe'ng the negroes

b'aXTewe'ng the horses
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With a number of tribal names the plural suffix for inanimate

objects -ha occurs as an element of the stem without, however,

denoting plurality

:

yudjiha' a Yuchi
yudjihahe ng the Yuchi Indians

sagehaws'ng the Sac and. Fox
Kacahawe'ng the Chickasaw
panewa haws'ng the Pawnee
waca^cihawe'ng the Osages

Another device for expressing plurality is that of reduplication

of the stem. Although in a few instances nouns representing

inanimate objects are thus pluralized (e. g. k^ala' a thing, k^akala'

things, but also k'alaha') this device is principally limited to a

number of kinship terms

:

tsioTane my {(^) brother

tsioTarane my {^) brothers

tsowarne my {^) sister

tsowarnsTne' my (<-/') sisters

doTaone' my ($) brother

doTao'one' my (5) brothers

do'wene' my (9) sister

do'wewens' my (9) sisters

dis^ane my {(^) son
dis'as'ane' my {^) sons

di'yane my ((-j^) daughter
di'ya'yane' my (^-j^) daughters
dots^one my ($) son, daughter
dots'ots^one' my (5) sons, daughters

tsef^' my father

Dndze-f^t'ene' our fathers

di'yg' my uncle

di'yg'yone' my uncles

ditSEf(s'i§ my little father

dits£t'§sH's^ine my little fathers

ditseh§sH§' my little mother
ditseh§sH's*ine my little mothers
dodjine my grandchild
dodjidjine my grandchildren

cf. however:

tsesone my nephew
tsssonehe'ng my nephews
ditseh^' my mother
ondzehene our mothers
dilaha' my grandmother
dilahans' our grandmothers (see goha'hane old ones 2, 1)

§ 28. NEGATION

Negation of the noun is expressed in the same way as in the

verb by prefixing ria- and Aa-; (see verbal negation, § 59).
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Examples

:

na'gonfe no person, nobody
nak'ala' not a thing, nothing
nakit'e' noone
nddzEfe' no father (Ut.: not my father, see 316,167)

§ 29. LocATioisr

Most locative ideas are expressed by a number of verbal prefixes

(see § 58) or by independent particles which, as a rule, follow

the noun they modify (see § 65).

There are, however, four locative suffixes of a very general

character: -he, -le, -ke and -fa which are suffixed to the noun:

-he, denotes a static location near the speaker (or the object

talked about) "at", or a motion away from the speaker (or the

object tallied about) to a certain locality within close range:

ngtsols'he at our home 244,1

ng'g'kihe at our arms 248,4

s^§'sehe at the clean groimd, (ceremonial town-square) 276,39

k'a' hondekwe^ie'he at his belt 250,8

ngriD'he to the creek 270,34

s'acH'he to the grave 22,8

-le, denotes the motion "along" an object and "back" to an

object (cf . the homonym -le = again)

;

icfs'le wep'a' along the road she looked 116,38

n^gle weladji'n along the creek it went 142,15

tcule' hgfe' back to the sitting logs they went 182,12

yuhn'le back to the house 162,12

-KE, denotes a static location away from the speaker "yonder",

"over there":

yuxKefa'XKe house yonder where it was standing 294,18

-fa, denotes the motion towards an object:

aga'fa towards day, towards the east 148,8

okmvlgifa' towards Okmulgee 288,11

cp. these four suffixes with their independent forms in connection

with the locative prefixes, § 65.

§§ 30—42. B. The Pronofn

§§ 30—38. PERSONAL PRONOUNS

§ 30. (a) Introductory

The pronoun in Yuchi is always prefixed to the stem, both in

the nominal and in the verbal complex. Within the group of per-

sonal pronouns we can distinguish eight different series

:
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1) subjective series, occuring with or implying a general object.

(This group comprises also the subjects of intransitive verbs).

2) Subjective series, occuring with or implying a specific object.

3) Subjective independent series.

4) Direct objective series, occuring with the first subjective series.

While the distinction between the general and the specific ob-

ject is recognized quite clearly when the object is a noun (see

§ 31), it is apparently lost when the object is a pronoun. The
difference in meaning, therefore, between this and the following

series is not clear.

5) Direct objective series, occuring with second subjective series.

6) Indirect objective series.

7) Reflexive series, occuring with or implying a general indirect

object.

8) Reflexive series, occuring with or implying a specific indirect

object.

31. (b) Subjective personal pronouns

Sing.

Plur. -

Subjective
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Definition of these pronouns

:

di-, do-, di "I", are used by one person speaking regardless of

who he is.

ne-, yo-, tss = "thou", refer to any second person singular

regardless of who is speaking and who is addressed.

hg-, hgdi', are used by men only and refer to a third person

singular or plural, male or female Yuchi, except certain female

relatives (cp. se, sio-, sedi'). Their English equivalents are: he, she,

and they.

se-, sio-, sedi', are used by both men and women and refer to

a third person singular female Yuchi. If used by men they are

restricted to a female relative of the same or a descending generation

as the speaker (sister, daughter, niece, granddaughter). They
thus correspond to s^e-, sHo- in female speech (see below). If used

by women they refer to any female of the same or a descending

generation whether related or not.

s^e-, sHo-, s^edi', are used by women only and refer to a third

person singular Yuchi who is a male relative of the speaker and
belongs to the same or a descending generation (brother, son,

nephew, grandson).

£-, eyg-, §di', are used by both men and women and refer to a

third person singular Yuchi who is a female relative of the speaker

and belongs to an ascending generation (mother, aunt, grand-

mother).

0-, odi', are used by women only and refer either to a third person

singular male Yuchi not related to the speaker or, in the plural, to

any third persons Yuchi that belong to the same or a descending

generation whether related or not, male or female (this pronoun
must not be confused with the contracted form of the pronoun
we- = 0, see phonology, § 3).

i- (which occurs in the first series only) is used by women only

and refers to a third person singular male Yuchi who belongs to

an ascending generation (father, uncle, grandfather, husband, and
not related old men) or any third persons Yuchi who belong to an
ascending generation whether related or not, male or female. It

is a term of respect^.

we-, yg- tvedi', are used both by men and women and refer to any
third person singular or plural outside of the Yuchi tribe, regardless,

^ I failed, to ascertain the corresponding pronominal form of the second
series. It appears, however, that o-, odi' (the female pronouns corresponding
to male h^-) is of wider meaning in the second series, so that the definition

given for o-, odi' must be extended in the second series so as to comprise
the ascending generation also. As these forms occur in the text only where
female talk is quoted and in the tales told by my female informants (Ida

and Sally Clinton) there are only a few examples to check its use.
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of age, sex, race or species. They comprise, therefore, all animate

beings other than the Yuchi Indians.

g-, gdi', are used by both men and women in the first person

plural, including the addressed person or persons. No further

distinctions are made.

ng-, nqdi' , are used by both men and women and refer to any

first persons, excluding the addressed person or persons.

(J-, (a-), ayo- a'dze, "you" are used by both men and women and

refer to any second persons, regardless of who is speaking and who
IS addressed.

As may be seen from this discussion of the pronominal forms the

differentiation of ideas is almost exclusively restricted to the third

person. As in many other languages the practical need of expressing

sex, age, and kinship-relationship arises primarily in the use of these

third person pronouns. The reflection of the social structure of

the tribe in the pronominal forms is an interesting and rare example

of an interrelation between culture and language.

Although the different third person pronouns are still clearly

distinguished by the older generation^, there are certain indications

that the distinction of the various pronouns in the actual use of

the language is slowly breaking down. Thus in the texts given by
my female informant Ida Clinton (Yuchi Tales nos. 48—52) ''hg'gwa

is often used instead of "ogiva" while in the texts given by her

mother (nos. 44—47) the pronouns correspond with the above de-

finitions with only three exceptions (206,3 : hgta' ; 208,6 and 208, 3[2]

:

hggwa). In the animal stories the pronouns referring to animals

sometimes denote Yuchi and sometimes non-Yuchi. Otherwise,

however, and especially in Maxey Simms' Life Story the distinction

of the various pronominal ideas is carried through consistently.

The less rigid distinction of ideas in the plural forms seems to be

due to the fact that in the actual use of a language the majority

of plural pronominal forms refer to a heterogeneous group of people.

Examples from the texts

:

ding^djigo' I may have been 20,2

WExtsa' they slept 14,8

ngkila' we escape 14,10

ygfe' they went 14,14

h^gwadji'n they said 36,15

§yuTng'cg she is making signs 102,31

dotWle I stopped 328,74
anega'he when you get there 334,123
sio'ladjin she went 320,15

segwa' she said 230,2

^ I have checked the definitions given above with three informants at three
different places and there were no contradictions or uncertainties.

22*
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ogwadji'le everytime he says 208,5

glaha' let us eat 42,34

yoxdjinsha' if you stay 302,28

The difference between the subjective first series implying a

general object and the second series, implying a specific object, is

demonstrated by the following examples:

diads' I hunt (with no definite aim in mind)
doade I hunt (for a certain animal)

di'wede' I talk, I am talking

do'wede' I talk to somebody
di'lahs I offer (for anybody to accept)

dola'h§ I offer (to a definite person)

di''yaxts§ I set afire

do''yaxts§ I burn (e. g. a patch of grass around a fence or haystack)

tsofodi'ho I plant corn

tsofo' hg'doho I plant corn for him
di'hi I carry on my back
do'hi I carry something on horseback
ws'gwa he said

he'yggwa that he said

As these examples show the definition of what is a general and
what is a specific object is only relative. But once defined the

distinction can in each case be recognized quite clearly.

While some verbs can take the pronouns of both the first and
the second series, others are restricted to one series.

1) Examples of verbal forms and their English equivalents,

implying a general object

:

diade I hunt
digtca' I groan, I grunt
di'ya' I roast

diya'ha I dip

diyahgdi'c'o I starve to death
diya' pg I sow, I pour out

di^ya'gwa I tell

diyaxts§' I set afire

di'yghg I am hungry
di'tvi I am lost

di'wedede I talk

diwe'ndjidji I crawl
diw§le' I wake up
diwa''- I bite

diwqhg' I play
di'wondji I buy
di'hi I carry on my back
dihi'tadjubi I am pleased

diha' I breathe
diho' I plant

dipa' I file, I saw
dipaT§' I twist

ditcW I drown
ditcuTci I listen

dixtcu' I pound
di'tcatcwa' I whisper

ding' I become
disat§' I scrape, I shave
disTg' I swim
di'cs I hide myself

dicri' I dance
dixpg' I yell (also doxpg'

)

di'xTic§ I lie on
dixTa I fear, I am scared

di'xTath§ I sweep
di'xtsa I sleep

dig§'l'§ I smile

di' KB I always say, I do say

di'k^irq I am lazy

di'kila I escape

di'kilg I miss

dik'ene' I swallow
dik'§''ne I visit

dikaga' I hasten
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dip^e I drink

dipa' I chop
tip^a' I am born
di'fa I whip
didji' I am going

di'dit.h§ I pull

dims' I see

diti' I beg
dit^aw§' I loose

ditafa I am afraid

dit^afa' I braid

difasH^' I hate

dito'parg I am dizzy

dityayu' I love, I like, I am
stingy with

2) Examples of verbal froms

implying a specific object:

do'gra-' I know, I foretell

do^weha' I notice, I discover

do^wede I speak, I call

dowage I hixnt

dowq I give

doha' I smell

doho''§'§ I frighten, I scare some-
body

dohofs I let go
dohocpi' I use force

dohg' I take
dohgle' I catch

dobiW I wind, I tvirn

doPa'pa I brush, I shake

tZopf ' I row
dop'§' I grip, I squeeze

dop'a' I cut open
dop^a' I send for

dofa'fa I flap

do/?' I cut off

dodo' I touch
doTn§ga' I have an idea

dofa'le I stop

dotc'wa' I hear

di'k^a I laugh

di'k'aha' I watch
dik'ahg' I fight

dikWse I bet

di'k'gwe te I read, I talk with
di'kygwg I think

dikwane I borrow
dilah^' I offer

d'i'Z'* I cut

di'fentci I chase, I run after

di'l'a- I dig

di'^'o I bake, I roast

di'l'gKs I push

and their English equivalents,

dotcata' I paint red, I redden
done' I blow
dos'f' I bite a piece off

dos'g' I suck
dosTsng I smash, I bust

dosTa I break
doci' I pity

doc'f' I wait
docTg' I close

doKa'' I rest

dokasa I crush

dok'w§' I send
dok'§'s'i§ I sneer at, I criticize

dokwa'ne I borrow from
doxpi'Vo I roll

dolaha' I eat up
dolaT§' I cut down
dola'h§ I offer to somebody
dolaha' I win
dolH'lH I fiddle

doif ' I fear

dofo' I weave

The pronouns of the independent series occur emphatically either

without a verb or preceding the verbal pronouns. They occur with

both the first and the second series

:

di'dime I see

tse nsTne you see

hqdi' kg rne he sees

sedi' SE THE she sees

di' dop'a I cut open
tsE yop^a you cut open
hgdi' hgmp'a he cuts open
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3rd person cuts open

sedi' siop'a

s^edi s^iop'a

edi' Eygmp'a
odi' op'a

wedi' ygmp'a
^di' ^mp'a we (inclusive plur.) cut open
n^di' ngmp^a we (exclusive plur.) cut open
adze' a'yop'a you cut open

§ 32, (c) Objective personal pronouns

The objective personal pronouns correspond closely to the sub-

jective pronouns. In many cases their forms are identical with the

subjective pronouns but they can always be recognized as objective

pronouns by their position. There are three partially distinct series,

the first two denoting the direct object and the third the indirect

object. The first direct objective series occurs with the first subject-

ive series (di-, ne-, etc.) while the second direct objective and the

indirect objective series occur with the second subjective series

(do-, yo-, etc.). Within each series again there are two forms for

most objective pronouns, each being used within a definite range

of combinations with the subjective pronouns (see the following

examples). The forms are:

Sing. ^

Plur.

Direct objective
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Direct objective first series:
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Direct objective second series;

to pity ci
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Furthermore the subjective pronouns^ undergo some changes

in connection with the indirect objective series. Instead of doso

we have aso "I for thee (you)" and instead of yotso and a'yotso

we have ne'ntso and a'ntso respectively, the subjective pronouns

following in the last two cases the first subjective series, while

a'80 is apparently a contracted form.

Examples from the texts

:

a'solHlH'ne I will fiddle for you 14,13

wetso'w^ she gave to me 262,17

h^zo'tyg he was mad at me 262,19

h^gtso'lHlH they fiddle for us 14,12

§ 33. (d) Reflexive Pronouns

The reflexive pronouns are amalgamated forms of the objective

first series with shght changes in the third person plus the first

subjective and the second subjective series respectively:

First reflexive
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than the personal pronouns. It is a compounding element in a

number of bisyllabic nouns (cp. § 24 a p) and also acts as an infinit-

ive-forming prefix.

Examples

:

agogwa'xTe one should say 8,26

gonfe go'widjinfwa somebody had gone (there) 10,29

gotc'wa' one would hear 176,42

goxTi't'fneha' if one pulls 62,7

go'nt'e goya somebody passed by 128,98

go'nfE go'Eondjin somebody was coming 154,51

With infinitive meaning

:

gola' to eat 112,43

go'me to see 26,17

gokHne' to get 258,37

go^anene to ask 264,30

The prefix go- must not be confused with the contraction of ke-

(locatjve prefix [see § 58] and we (third person pronoun); e, g.:

gog-j' < Kewsgq' he was coming 162,104

we'nfe gon^' < we'nfe Kewe'ng a woman was there 170,1

Tala gong' < rata Kswe'ng Wolf was here 36,1

§§ 35—37. (f.) Irregular Personal Pronouns

§ 35. (a) Amalgamation of pronoun and verb

While as a rule pronoun and verb can be clearly distinguished

there are a number of verbs with irregular pronominal forms in

the first and second person. These incorporated pronominal forms

are quite different from the regular forms and, although they show
similarities among themselves, they cannot be reduced to one

common pattern.

The verbs are:
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asega' he comes
ane'ga we (excl.) come
a'a'dja you come
ah§'ga they come

(3) gote'de to beat, to hit:

tse'de I beat

tce'de you beat

h^te'de \

sets'de { he (she etc.) beats

s'ete'de (

ote'de ]

ngte'de we (excl.) beat

a'tceds you beat

(4) gotwa'^ to kill:

tswa^ I kill

tcwa* you kill

hgtwa' he kills

(for the following forma cp.3)

.

(5) a'go^§ to think:

a'dits'§ I think

a'dj'yg you think

a'hg^§ he thinks

a'ng'§ we think

a'adfyq you think

(6) a'gogwa to say

:

a'ditsa I say
a'ndja you say
a'gwa (a'hggwa) he says, etc.

cp. 3 and 5

(7) gola'H to shoot at

:

tsa'^i I shoot at

ya'i you shoot at

hgla'H he shoots at, etc. cp. 3

sela' } he (she etc.) goes

(10) goia to go:

weda' I go
weca' you go
/i,??a' 1

??a' we two go
?/e' we (incl.) go

nqfe' we (excl.) go

afe you go

(11) h'ala'gola to eat:

k'ala'da I eat

k'ala'ca you eat

k'ala'hgla he eats

k'ala'ngla we (excl.)

k^ala'a'ca you eat

eat

(12) sre'^a to find

:

hi'tsa I find

/ii'ca you find

/i§:7a he finds

e'wZa we (incl.) find

ne'nla we (excl.) find

a'ca you find

hs'nla they find

(13) gd*^' to be here:

T?' I am here

yg you are here

hg^g' he is here

neha' we (excl.) are here

a'ha you are here

h^'Jia they are here

§ 36. ((3) Irregular pronominal forms

With a few verbs o changes to e in the third person singular

and plural and in the first person plural

:

aneha'djin where we lived 24,13
Ksnehe'nsdjin we used to stay there 26,19
aneng' we were there 246,19

ansndji' we were going 270,10
Kdne'ndjihe when we were going 280,9

Kshe'ngdjt'n they were there 148,12

Kehehadjigo' they may have been here 148,17
hs'nlHdods after they scratched 148,6
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heyadane they were called 148,16

%"a' they cried 150,19

he'nla they traced 168,146

ahe'hendji'de as they went there 168,147

§ 37. (y) Amalgamation between pronoun and instrumental prefix

The instrumental prefix hi- (see § 57) which precedes the

pronoun in the first person, enters into a close connection with the

personal pronoun, resulting in the following forms

:

hi plus di (first subjective series):

hi'di-ca I steal with

he'ne-ca you steal with
h§'-ca

se -ca

s's'-ca

he (she etc.) steals withe -ca

o'-ca

i'-ca

we'-ca

§'-ca we (incl.) steal with

n§'-ca we (excl.) steal with

§'-ca you steal with

hi plus do (second subjective series)

:

hi'do-sTi I deceive

hi'yo-sTi you deceive

hgyu'-sTi \

, , . > he (she etc.) deceives
s eyu -ST^

1

syu'-sri )

^yu'-sri we (incl.) deceive

ngyu'-sri we (excl.) deceive

a'yo-sri you deceive

An exceptional form is the verb hi'doki "I suspect", which

follows partly the first and partly the second paradigm

:

hi'do-ki I suspect

hi'yo-ki you suspect

h§'-ki 1

, , , . he (she etc.) suspects

e'-ki I

^'-ki we (incl.) suspect

n§'-ki we (excl.) suspect

a'yo-ki you suspect

§ 38 (g) Reciprocal and Collective

The ideas of mutual or reciprocal and of collective or social action

are closely associated with the pronoun, so that it seems appropriate
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to deal with them in this place rather than with the verbal complex.

They are expressed by two particles k'a and k'q (k^^) which follow

the pronoun, being the only affixes in Yuchi that stand between

the pronoun and the verbal stem

:

k^a, denotes reciprocity

:

he'hijTc'a'gwa they said to each other 46,8

gotia'ha wek'a'k^^ wars they made with each other 270,1

hgkWk^enTnE' they visit one another 284,4

wek'a'fadji'n they hit one another 302,39

k^g, denotes collective action "together", "in company with"

and the relation between the subjective and the objective pronoun:

naKdhgk^Q'fehs and when they went with her 22,8

wek'gweds'djm he was talking with him 260,4

gohqTone JiQk^g'wededji'nha hfe-ruler that they talked with (him)-. ,

268,29

gone' gok'onodji' baby she was there with 268,31

hong^dzak'g'ladjin they went with us 272,14

Kds^ahqk^o'nt^ehs when he was running with 274,35

Ksk'o'nodjin he was there with 286,18

k'g changes into k^§ if it occurs with the verbal stems: ng, ha, dji

etc., see § 44.

wetsek'e'ndji (away) that they went with me 254,16

gok^eng'dji that she was here with 270,32

a'ok'eno'nedji'n they used to be there with 290,20

we'k'sha' they were (there) with 312,122

§ 39. POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS

The possessive pronouns are prefixed to the nominal stem, just

as are the personal pronouns to the verbal stem. There are four

different series, the first being identical with the first personal

subjective series (di-, ns-, etc.), the second and third showing

similarities to the second personal subjective series with different

forms in the first and second persons, and the fourth being identical

with the personal objective series:

The pronouns of the first series seem to imply inalienable poss-

ession as they are used in connection with most parts of the body

and the majority of kinship-terms (see § 39).

Example

:

dito' my head
neto' your head
hgto'

seto'

s'eto'

eto' his (her etc.) head
oto'

ito'

weto'
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jio' our head (incl.)

n-jto' our head (excl.)

qto' your head

Nouns following this series

:

di'^'mpQ^ my finger

dPg'sa my wrist

di^g'ki my arms
dixdi'fe my shoulder

dide' my legs

didst'a'^ my feet

di'dafa my lips

dida'nip'i my nose

dixdju'b'a my ear

also:

dif§'k^a my tongue (I lick)

dita&§' my breast (I am jealous)

cZtf'a' my heart ( I want)
dito' my head
ditotW my back
ditce' my stomach, my entrails

diKe' my teeth

diKsnda'ca my gum

dih'aXTi' my frienddiwe'dene my talk

ditOG^ine my hat
ditsole my home dik'a:xT^' my husband, my wife,

and kinship terms, see p. 90.

The differences in meaning between the three other series of

possessive pronouns is not clear and we can, therefore, only give

the forms and examples as such

:

Second series: Third series: Fourth series:

1.
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The possessive pronouns, occuring with kinship terms, comprise

all the four series just discussed and in addition the second personal

subjective series. Thus we have

:

di- series:

ditseh§'

dispone'

di^yane

dik'a wene

di'y^'

ditssh§s^i'§

dis'anesH§'

di'yanes^i'^

ditco'o'

dilaha'

dicghg'

nay mother
my son

my (man's) daughter
my (woman's) sister

my (woman's) father's brother's daughter
my (woman's) mother's sister's daughter
my mother's brother

my mother's brother's son
my mother's sister

my father's sister

my mother's brother's daughter
my (man's) brother's son
my (man's) brother's daughter
my grandfather (on both sides)

my father's sister's husband
my grandmother (on both sides)

my brother's wife

my wife's sister

my husband's brother

my husband's sister

my (woman's) sister's husband
diwexTo'
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do- series

:
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§ 41. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

There are only two general demonstrative prefixes in Yuchi

which are modified by the various forms of the classifying suffixes

discussed above (see § 26).

The two demonstrative prefixes are ne- = this (local and temporal

proximity and le- = that (local and temporal remoteness).

From a combination with the classifying suffixes the following

forms result

:

a) inanimate:
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1. Interrogative referring to animate beings: wanq'

Subjective form:

wang' aXKe aJigga ? who (Yuchi) comes there ?

wan-g' aXKe aygga' ? who (not Yuchi) comes there ?

wang' hgya'gwa ? who told (that) ?

Objective form:

In the objective forms the interrogative pronoun remains

unchanged and the objective personal pronoun precedes the

subjective pronoun:

wang' honsTne? who him you see = whom (Yuchi) do you see ?

wang' wenerne' ? whomi (not Yuchi) do you see ?

2. Interrogative referring to inanimate objects:

With the interrogatives referring to inanimate objects the

classifying suffixes do not occur. There is only one pronoun:

wixa' what.

Example

:

wiKa nerne' ? what are you looking at ?

wiKa yok^g' ? what are you doing ?

The selective interrogative pronoun "which" is denoted by wa-

plus a classifying element (-ng, he'ng etc. when it refers to animate

beings and -fa, -^e, -dji when it refers to objects). Like the adjectives

it follows the noun it refers to.

The forms are

:

1. Referring to animate beings:

sing.: wang' which one (Yuchi)

wahewdng' which one (not Yuchi)

plur. wahe'ng which ones (Yuchi)

wawe'ng which ones (not Yuchi)

waXKehe'ng which ones of us

waXKs.ang' which ones of you
waXKeho'ng which ones of them (Yuchi)

waXKewe'ng which ones of them (not Yuchi)

2. Referring to inanimate objects

:

sing.: waXKefa' which one (of vertical objects)

waXKe'e which one (of horizontal objects)

waXKedji' which one (of roimdish objects)

plur.: waXKsha' which ones (of objects of any kind)

Examples

:

go'nfe wang' which (Yuchi) man ?

go'cpi wahewsng' which negro ?

wahe'ng nedji' hgladji'n which ones have done this ?

h'ao^Te wawe'ng which ones of the horses ?

ya'^a waXKefa' which tree ?

s'a''£ waXKe^e which land ?

ri'dji waXKedji' which rock ?

ri'ha waXKeha' which rocks ?
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The interrogrative "where" is formed by wa- and addition of

the locatives -he and -fa. Thus we have:

wahe where at ?

wafa where to ?

Examples

:

wahe' hgTe' ? where does he hve ?

wahe yoxTe ? where did you put (it) ?

b^a'XTewdng wahe'weng ? where is the horse ?

ivafa' nedji' ? where are you going ?

The other interrogative ideas are apparently of a very vague

nature and have not developed definite forms. Thus the inter-

rogative "how" can be expressed by:

1) wahe':

wahe' neca yo'k^g how do you make it ?

wahe la'fe how mvieh ?

2) waxKe' TTie:

waxKe' me sono'la? how do you feel ?

3) wahe me:
wahe'rne sono'la how do you feel ?

§§ 43—59. C. The Verb and Adjective

§§ 43—47. VERBAL and ADJECTIVAL STEMS

§ 43. (a) Introductory

Like the nominal stem the verbal or adjectival stem is either

primary or secondary, i. e. mono- or polysyllabic. Except for a few

cases of plural stems all modifications of the verb are achieved by
suffixing and not by internal changes of the stem.

Verbal and adjectival stems are closely related ; adjectives occur

as verbs without any formal changes:

verbal

:

§ 44. (b) Monosyllabic stems

e to lie f'o to menstruate
a* to carry tyg to be angry
o to belong to tsa to sleep

ya to roast tc*a to drown
wi to pass tc'wa to hear
w§ to dream tcw§ to rub
wa to bite ne to blow
wq to give for a present s'f to bite off

hi to carry on the back so to stink

h§ to bathe s'o to suck
ha to live sra to break
ha' to smell

23'"
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ho to plant

h^ to take

pa it burns
p'e to drink

Pf to row
p>§ to grip

pa to cut open, to saw
p'a to send, for, to look for

p'a- to be born
p'a to chop

fa to stand
/a* to whip

fq. to cut off

do to touch
cZ;/i to sit, to go, to stay

ri to wash
TO to go with

T? to set a date

Tne to see

ti to beg
<'* to urinate

te to play

f'f to cough
ta to pick

fa to let go, to bury

adjectival

:

a big

di yellow

rf wild

io small

tsq low, short

teya dry

STq to swim
ci to stick (trans.)

ci to pity

C£ to hide

c'f to wait

cxi to dance
CT^ to close, to shut

g^ to come
g'wa to say
Ke to call

Ka to rest

K? to cook
k^i to get, to earn

h'a to laugh

A;j to blow
k'q to make, to build

kwq to send, to put

kwa to fetch, to bring

Pi to cut, to scratch

P^ to fear

ia to weave
Iq to make
fa to dig

Z'o to bake

tea hard, loud

sf good
CO soft, ripe, sore

cpi wet, moist

S'f long

§ 45. (c) Bisyllahic stems

The bisyllabic stems cannot be grouped under themes nor

analysed into their compounding elements. The following list,

although it may not be exhaustive, comprises most of the bisyllabic

verbal and adjectival stems

:

verbal

:

^tca' to groan
ya'ha to dip

yabg' to pour
ya'gwa to tell

ya'cTa to camp
y^ho' to be hungry
wede' to call

we' Te to talk, to speak
w§le' to wake up
wa'di to brag about
wage to hunt

wqh'i' to play

tata' to braid, to plait

f§ka' to taste, to lick

Pale' to quit

tyayu' to love

tcuTa to listen

sat^' to scrape, to shave
kila' to escape

kil^' to miss
keens' to swallow
k*e'ne' to visit

fce'g'e to hasten

k^a'^§ to smile
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wqle to give up
wone to fish

wondji' to buy
hqle to catch

hiW to turn
hil^o' to roll

pads' to twist

Tit.h§' to pull

Tat.h^' to sweep
Tale' to appear
Tn§go' to believe

t'aw§' to loose

to/a' to be afraid of

adjectival

:

ispi' black

U§' hig

awi' loose

aW heavy
OXPCl' full

o'nda plain, clear

yaXKa' white

watci' slow, stupid

hidzg' green, blue

hite' last

hitsg' short

hi'sTa flat, level

hico' wet
/i*cm' slow

Jiiki' fierce

hapa' flat

hoto' brief, short

holo' deep
pado' dark (night)

/i/i' bright, shiny

djuge' sour

Ti'e' mean, low
TEsa' clean

k'aha' to watch, to take care of

k'ahg' to fight

k^ase' to bet

k^arrg' to scuffle

kyg'wg to think

kwane to borrow
Zaw§' to wake up (trans.)

lah^' to offer

ZaTia' to eat up
laha' to win
Zarf' to cut down, to fell

Ve'ntci to chase

Z'?'k£ to push

Teki' different

Tapa' strong, hard
Tats'a' noisy

Tatca' difficult

Tans' fat

Ta'ce ripe

f*ehe' different, next

tsobi' straight

tsuTa' short, low
tsya'l'a red

tciga' rotten

'n§ga' true, rich

sH§' little, small

s^ari' low
safi' fast, quick

s'wZf ' bare, bald, naked
cH'ge deep
c§'c§ ready
cale' raw
coco' rotten

Koc'o' left

Ka'xKa white

k'as^' industrious

§ 46. (d) Polysyllabic stems

Polysyllabic verb-stems of more than two syllables are extremely

rare. An analasys of more than three hundred printed pages of

texts 3nelded only the following few examples

:

verbal

:

dihi'tadjubi' I am pleased

dit'asH§' I hate

dita'^aXT^ I order

{dita'tseyu I mourn, (my heart hurts))

ditopciTg' I am dizzy

ditcirg'ld I blink, I twinkle (tci = eye)

dikyo'necH^ I am provoked (my thought is bad), and a number of

reduplicated bisyllabic stems (see § 54)
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adjectival

:

hitafa' greedy hof§le' mild
hitn§gig' new Tapis§' sweet (salt good)

hicig§' deep, steep tsohila' straight, just

hicahi' hot s^hy'^s still, quiet

hapa'e' broad goxric^' false, untrue
hapas'i§' narrow, (broad little) gokHra' lazy, lonesome
hatsih§' silent g^cine' poor
hase'§' bad (not good) k'iya'a' careful

hoha''§ empty k^abile' even, smooth
hopaya'XKa pale T§w§w§' sparkling, brilliant

§ 47. (e) NUMERALS

The numerals are independent words of adjectival character

following the noun they refer to. If the noun occurs with one or

more adjectives the numeral follows those. It takes the place of

the plural suffix -ha (see § 27). The numeral classification is that

of the decimal system, as is shown in the following list

:

Cardinal numbers

:

Mt'e' one icdu' six

n'i'wE two laxdju' seven

n^jKa three hifa' eight

Tola' four Ve'xKa nine

tc'wahe' five laxps' ten

laxpe hi'fe ra'wi eleven (ten one laid over)

laxps n^'we ra'wi twelve (ten two laid over)

k'oxTan^we' twenty
k'-oxTan^we hit^e Ta'wi twenty-one
k'^oxTan^we ngwe Ta'wi twenty-two

k'oXTang'Ka thirty

k'oxTarala' forty

k'oXTatc^wahe' fifty

k'oxTaHcdu' sixty

k^oXTalaxdju' seventy

k'oxTabifa' eighty

k'oxTafsxKa' ninety

icV^fe one him.dred (road one)

icP§fe hife one hundred and one

ict*§fe ng'we one hundred and two

i'ct^§ n^'we two hundred
i'ct*§ ng'ws ng'we two hundred and two

i'ct^§ ngKa' three hundred
i'ct*§ Tala' four hundred

ict^^VexKa k'^oxraVexKa fexKa ra'wi nine hundred ninety nine

icfd'afs' one thousand, (road big one)

ict'a'a ngwe' two thousand
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ict'§'a'laxpe' ten thousand (road big ten)

icVfa'.icf^hife one hundred thousand (road big road one)

icVfa goha'ne Mfe' one milUon (road big old one)

Ordinal numbers

:

There is no formal difference between cardinal and ordinal

numbers except for "the first" which is CTaha'^^. instead of hife'

.

With the other numerals the ordinal character is denoted by adding

one of the article suffixes -fa, -'e or -dji (according to the character

of the noun, see § 26) to the numeral; e. g.

:

ya ngwe'fa the second tree a'ga cTaha'^§ the first day
w^'w? ngwe''e the second creek s'ayub'a' Tola'xdji the fourth

a'ga laxpe'fa the tenth day hill

The numeral adverbs are denoted by suffixing the pluralizing

element -ha to the cardinals. Only the first two have different

forms

:

sah^' once Talaha' four times

n^ha' twice laxpsha' ten times

n^Kaha' three times

§ 48. COMPOUND VERBS

While, as we have seen, the composition of verbal stems serves

only to a very limited degree to express complex verbal ideas, there

is another type of compounding which represents an almost universal

pattern of verb-formation. This tjrpe of compound consists of

specifying element plus personal pronoun plus verbal stem.

The specifying element may be a noun, an adjective, a prefix,

an independent particle or an adverbial, but the unit of the whole

word-complex is expressed both by the fixed position of the specifying

element and by the stereotyped meaning of the compound. Although

every verbal stem can be thus modified and specified, there are a

few monosyllabic verb-stems of an auxiliary character which

prevailingly take the place of the general verb. These auxiliary

verbs are:

1) gola' to do, to make, to cause, (dica' = I make, see. § 35),

Examples

:

aXKe'endica I pretend, I act like

oxpa'dica I fill (full I make)
oxpale dica I refill

onda'dica I explain (plain I make)
yg'dica I boil

yucu'dica I shake
welH'dica I plough
hipe'ndica I put it on
hitc'o'ndAca I bend (bent I make)
hinq'dica I grease

hi'xTodica I wrap in
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hac^§'dica I burn
howa'dica I save

hoha'dica I make empty
hohg'dica I join together

hot'ale'dica I stop

hoxri'dica I pay
pih§'dica I shoot

pa'dica I set fire to

depole'dica I repeat, I do again

djahe ndica I rattle

Tesa'dica I clean

Tap§'dica I finish

Tapa'dica I tighten

TocTu'dica I pour on
Vshs'^endica I change, I make different

tahe'dica I uncover, I turn over

ta'p'adica I saddle

tsya'dica I dry
tca'dica I harden, I dry fruit

s'a'lHdica I plough
s'a's'adica I waste
soso'dica I write, I mark
sori'dica I soften, limber I make
cH^'dica I spoil

cpi'dica I moisten

cpa'dica I spread

KECTu'dica I pile up
k^a^a'dica I finish

k'a'fidica I comb
kWradica I include, I put with

kasa'dica I crash

laja'dica I bust open

2) goi^*' to pass,

Examples

:

ogaledi'wi I forget

djika'di'wi I go along

s'ahdi'wi I get down
s'apo'diwi I set into the ground (plants, fence posts, etc.)

s^adi'wi I fall down

3) gok^g' to make,

Examples

:

g'pa'dok'^ I sharpen
hoxTile'dok''g I pay back
tsotici'dok'^ I make medicine, I doctor

nycg'dok'g I draw, picture I make
s§'s§dok'g I plead, peace I make
cado'k'g farm I make, I farm
gedok'g' I sharpen, sharp I make
godjih^'dok^g I arrest, prisoner I make
k^a'dok'g I work, something I make
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4) gokwe' = to put, to send.

Examples

:

ya'dokw§ I sing

yub'a'dokw§ I lift, I raise

yule'dokw§ I tie aroiind

]iopale'dokw§ I diminish, I make less

deki'dokw§ I divide, I separate

Tahe'dokw§ I continue

t'a'dokw^ I tear

KECTu' KETadokwq I throw in a pile (pile there on I throw)

k'aka'dokw§ I split

k*^'hdokwq I gather, I heap up

5) goxTa' (occurs with compounds only),

Examples

:

Tanek'o'riTa I take it off

(Tawgwe'ra I walked on to it, I foiond, I discovered)

Ta'wgdixTa I appoint
s§'ldk'adixTa I appreciate, I think well of

KsdekWdixTa I am satisfied

Kelek'o'nda I take home
Kek^o'nda I begin

k^ahi'dixTci I am pleased, I mind, I count for

k^atss'dixTa I am proud
k^ale dixTa I regard
ko'ndira I climb

lahek'o'nda I take it out

Examples of other verbs

:

g^pass'dola I point at

ondadi'ge I explain (plain I say)

weyu'diK^ I fry, lard I cook
Jia'^ado^§ I neglect

hopale'ding I fail, (left over I become)
pels'we Ta I join

Takes'ndits I play ball

Tcde'doxdji I get up
TaxTale'dip^a I look around
to'dohg I cover

tsa'difa I stand
tsohila dik'a''^ I make an agreement
neledzi' I come back
s'apo'di'§ I bury, ground under I put
s^adote I run off

s'a'difaw§ I drop
golane dowg I feed, something to eat I give
kWdop'a I sew
kodota' I open
lahe'dipa I throw away
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§ 49. IMPERSONAL VERBS

These are a small group of verbal stems which express an im-

personal act or state and can neither take personal nor impersonal

pronouns. In all other respects, however, they are treated like true

verbs and can be modified by suffixing. Such verbs are:

a'ga it reaches pi'hs it blasts, it explodes

2/a''f it is dead djUe' it is said (usually ends a
ya'sTE it smokes tale)

yq' it swells, it boils rf it melts

yuhe'^§ it is strange tse'*§ it rains

yu'c'o it is withered sTsng' it bursts

yucu' it shakes sfa'hi it cracks, it pops
piyq'CTqcT^' it thunders CTa''§ it snows
pele'cTU it spills over ga'ge it soiinds

pac^''§ it is burning kg' the wind whistles

§ 50. VERBALIZATION

Nominal stems and particles are transformed into static verbs

by suffixing the verbalizing element -^§ (or ttis, see phonology,

§ 10). This device can be used with all nouns the meaning of which
can be transformed into a verbal idea.

Examples

:

tse rain, becomes tse'§' it rains

T^'ra light, becomes r?ra''f it is light

wa summer, becomes wa'Tne it is summer
wecTg' winter, becomes wecrg'Tne it is winter

hgto' child, becomes hgto'^^djin it was a child

axKe there, becomes aXKs'^^ that way (or there) it is

TEca' close, becomes reca'^q it is close

Ti inside, becomes ri'^s it is inside

Ta on, becomes ra''§ it is on
s'ayab^a'^^ya if he is a warrior (ya if, see § 62) 148,7

Although Tue in most cases seems to be a sjmonym with '^ (see

phonemes) there are a few cases in which it implies a slightly different

meaning; e. g.:

pado''§ it is dark, but: pado'Tns it is too dark
a'TUs it is too big

-'? is often suffixed to adjectives, even though adjectives may
occur as verbs without the verbalizing particle

:

sH§''§ it is little 42,39

coco''§ it is rotten 162,113

wexTo''§ it is covered with 142,12

wihiki''§ it is fierce 142,16

goyalili"'^ it is fierce 88,46

hawesf^' he is not good 152,34

hatsihs''^ it is quiet 246,20

gok'ira''^ it is lonesome 24,16
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§ 51. TEMPORAL SUFFIXES

Tenses are not very fully developed in Yuchi. As far as they
find expression they are denoted by a number of verbal suffixes.

The verbal stem as such without any temporal suffixes generally

implies the present tense (cp. the suffixes denoting aspects). In
the past tenses the ideas of incomplete and complete past are

distinguished. The temporal suffix, however, is not added to every
verb that stands in the past but, as a rule, only to the last verb in

the sentence which thus renders the whole sentence in the past

tense. Outwardly, at least, this position of the past tense suffix

after the last verb in the sentence gives the impression of an
enclitic rather than a verbal suffix.

The forms are

:

(1) -djin, denoting the incomplete past:

Tula' gonq' yyne'nde gonodji'n wolf was here, fawn also was here

36,1(2)

depole' goyaWn^ng ygpgdji'n again the young man he called 72,26
ya'd§^^bilo'xdji Ke y^hohiPo we'laH gok'^fedjt'n the wheel he rolled

for him, he shot, he went with. (This is a typical example of a
sentence in the past with several verbs of which only the last

one takes the temporal suffix) 74,28

(2) -dji'nfwa, denotes the complete past, corresponding closely

to the English pluperfect; e. g,:

hgh^le'dodedji'nfwa after she had caught them 86,41

we.odjifnfwa they had climbed 104,43

WE.oXTe'djI nfwa she had put him there 148,7

Verbs denoting a static idea usually take -dji'nfiva in the past
tense, the past in a static verb being always complete

:

Ka'xKadjinfwa (he) was a white (man) 154,51

aXKeledji'nfwa right there it was 164,125
na'wecedjinjwa they were not dead 104,43

gohaha'^§dji'nfwa they were very old 88,46
Pews'djidjinfwa she was sitting on 40,23

When dji'nfwa is followed by the habitual suffix -ne (see § 54)

it changes to djinfa':

wewaha'djinfa'ne they used to be many 246,2

Edhengdjinfa'ns they used to be there 264,30
hgk'a^ yugwadjinfa'ne they had been discussing 268,23
Kdhshadjinfane they used to be there 272,19

wexridjCnfa'ne happened to be his name 282,30
aXKsTne djinfa'ns it had been that way 308,88

In some cases -djin is added to -dji'nfwa, so that the whole suffix

becomes -djinfwadji'n; e. g.:

go'ladjinfwadji'n (the disease) it had spread 248,10
yudjiha'djinjwodjin they happened to be Yuchi 260,7
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KEJa'djinfwadjin he happened to be standing there 282,35

k'at'e'h ygwadjinfwadj t n few only they were left 248,9

k'a'rawQdji'nfwadji'n chance it had been 330,84

wewado'^§djinjwadjCn she had been dead 326,7

The suffixation of -djin seems to lend emphasis to the past. In

some cases it has the idiomatic meaning of "it happened to have
been", or "it must have been."

(3) djigo', denotes the aspect of uncertainty in the complete

past: "may have been". The second part of the compound is

identical with the potential suffix -go (see § 53).

dji'le go'nfe ding'djigo' at that time person I may have been 20,2

dvp^adjigo' (In Tuskegee) I may have been born 20,3

wewado' djigo' she may have been dead 20,5

axKE Tnsdjigo' it may have been that way 26,17

hondiong^djigo' they may have thought 244,4

k'ala' s§'le KSTng'ladjigo'la something good they may have done
but (-la but, see § 61) 254,17 a

Keh§'JuidjigoHa they may have been here but. . . 264,30

na'H'kgga la'de'§djigo' not too long it may have been 288,4

aXKs'Tnddjigo'la it may have been that way but .... 190,19

aXKicTcde Wde'sndjigo' at that time it may have been 344,3

The future tense is indicated by two devices. The first one that

is most frequently employed consists of lengthening, nasalizing and
stressing the last syllable of the verbal stem ; e. g.

:

WETa' I go becomes WETq' I shall go
dicTi' I dance becomes dicT( I shall dance
dotc^wa' I hear becomes dotc'wq.' I shall hear
nslsdzi' I come back becomes neledzi I shall come back

While this stress more properly denotes the intention and
hencewith the immediate future with an active verb, the idea of

the remote future is expressed by a special suffix, e'le; e. g.:

siola'E'hdji'n she would surely run off 320,15

ditsa^s'ls I shall sleep, I have to sleep

diwato'E'le I shall die

With impersonal verbs the future tense is denoted by the potential

suffix -go (see § 53); e. g.:

ts£^§g}' it may (will) rain

CTa'^Eg^' it may snow

All other temporal ideas are expressed by independent particles,

see §66.

§ 52. PLURAL STEMS

A formal distinction of a verbal singular and plural by changes

of the stem is limited to a few exceptional cases

:

hgia' he goes, changes to

:
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n^fe we go

qfe you go

hqfe' they go (cp. § 35)

hq^^' he is here, changes to:

neha' we are here

qha' you are here

h§'ha they are here

di'wi I am lost, changes to

:

ngya' we are lost

qya' you are lost

hgya' they are lost

A pecuUarity of these three verbs is that they can form an
inclusive dual by the prefixing of the pronoun g (otherwise first

person inclusive plural) to the singular stem. Thus we have:

gla' we two go

gfe' we (incl. plural) go

ngfe' we (excl. plural) go

A parallel formation of an exclusive dual by prefixation of ng-

to the singular stem is apparently not possible.

§ 53. MODAL SUFFIXES

With the exception of the infinitive (see the indefinite pronoun
go-, § 34) the modality of the verb is expressed by suffixes. The
following forms can be distinguished

:

1. Indicative,

2. Imperative,

3. Exhortative,

4. Emphatic,

5. Potential,

6. Ability.

Indicative

:

The indicative mood is simply denoted by the stem itself without

the suffixing of any formal elements.

Imperative

:

In both direct and indirect speech the imperative mood is

expressed by the suffix -ng. e. g.

:

tcu^sTi'dzoxdjing' get with me into the boat! 78,11

tse'a'yudong' reach for me! 102,28
naHse^afang' do not turn me loose! 102,31

Ks''agng' you lie there! 16,19

ho^waa'solang' leave them for me! 154,44

tssk^a'da alang' together with me put them! 170,13
Kele nD'ndzsk'onlang' home take us ! 260,4
nas'asetelang' do not let her run off! 320,14
Tcdega' k'a'hang' study hard! 336,123
hohgle'ng catch. \i\Ts\\\2%,lQ
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Indirect speech

:

y^lans'n^i she should, do ! 8,20

h§laneng' they shall use 162,96

Exhortative

:

The Exhortative is expressed by the suffix -wg :

k'ala' gla'wg he'yggwadjin something let us eat, he said 62,2

hodjtiTa'wg they should listen (he said) 68,16

yula'ads'wg he shall go around, let him go around 72,17

gk^a'k^onts'wg let us play together (he said) 74,30

Exception

:

ngfe'nd let us go ! 246,14

Emphatic

:

The emphatic suffixes -kg and -wq are used idiomatically and can,

therefore, only be roughly defined. The range of their meaning
will come out most clearly by giving a list of examples

:

hele'ygce dodehg' all he had killed already 116,25

yggwadji'hg that he said 118,10

dihg' I! 52,15

Kehg' now! 16,19

nendjahg' you said, you did say! 164,123

hggwahg' he did say ! 62,9

hg^a'ndziohgle'nedji'hg he used to catch you 64,9

ditsahg' (very poor we were) I had said 258,41

wecTi'cH§pe''§hg they were very angry 260,48

diyagwadode'hg I told already 262,21

na^le ngdi'hg but we 266,12

di^yghg^lelehg' I was very hungry (Is very) 300,11

hoiiTi'ega'hg he was too mean! (ga too, see § 55) 320,12

a'odsga'hg they were too many ! 348,33

In some cases hg changes to -yg (yq) :

a'digeijq I do say 268,29

Ksdoxdji'yq I am going to stay here! 252,1

-wa:

hitsawa' (old arrow) I found ! 40,29

yu^sgwa' polecat! (she said) 44,7

nadze rngcg'wa not you should imitate me (I told you) 48,13

tseng'wa you also (not a thing you can do) 110,30

s^apole' hgdjiwa' under the ground they are going (he called) 60,4

a^langwa' make it (he said), (ng imperative, see § 53) 74,40

Potential

:

The potential mood is expressed by the suffix -go

:

diwado'go I may die 94,45

hgwado'go he may be dead 58,18

we'yusTi'go you may be lying to us 64,5(1)

haXKs'^^go'la it may be that way but (la but, see § 61) 22,9

nayukg'le ng'lade'^go' not long it may be! 284,8
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In a few cases -go is suffixed to a noun which occurs in a predi-

cative sense

:

wetsagowa go opossmn, maybe 42,3

When -go denotes future possibility it occurs nasalized and
stressed (cf. § 51):

s^rnegg' = senexne'gg you may see her 306,76

dolHlHTegg' I may write 328,61

Ability

:

The ability of action (I can) is expressed by the suffix -te:

na'Ke'§dica'Te not that way I can d,o 134,17

na'wela'Te they could not find her 40,22

'yapil^o'xdji hahidawep'a' Te the wagon they could not pull up
the iaank 270,8

Esygfe'Ts they could go there 248,17

na'ngdzdga'xTe not enough for us it would be 286,17

k*cda' EewgdjiTEudji something that one could buy 256,29

In some cases the potential suffix -go and -re occur in com-
bination, thus rendering the idea of a subjunctive :

na^a'ditsaXTdgo' I could not say, I cannot possibly say 288,1

gok'ira''^ songrego' lonesome you might be, you can possibly be
298,3

awengrego' they might be there 334,123

§ 54. ASPECTS

Only a very few of the various verbal aspects are expressed by
formal devices, most of them being denoted by independent

adverbials.

The distributive and reiterative are expressed by reduplication

while the durative and the habitual are formed by suffixing formal

elements.

Distributive

:

wek^ofafa he zigzagged around 46,7

wesosos§'djin she was beautifully spotted 36,2(2)

ahe'hggaga'^ they roamed about 168,151

gongw§'w§ they were two by two 276,48

PEXPele'tcadjin they jvimped over here and there 278,51

tcatca' ygdeya'bg they threw themselves into the water here and
there 40,22

ahehehadjc'n (the clouds) were there in spots 330,78

In the last two examples the locative prefix is reduplicated

instead of the stem.

Reiterative

:

wek^gwsdsde' they talked with them 104,45

we'jafa he whipped 10,30

k*ala' hgtc'wa'tc'wa na'nde k'ala' hgtnetne' something they heard and
then something they saw (again and again) 26,20
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yucucu' it was shaking 250,3

wesHsH'wela' they cut into pieces 40,31

we papa he cut up (into pieces) 100,10

y^Titi' they kept asking 208,1

wek^a'yugwagwa he was talking now and again 208,2

dol'i'l'i I write (I scratch repeatedly)

Durative

:

The Durative or continuative is indicated by the suffix la- :

ygfs'la- they kept going 76,3

wegwala' she was saying 102,21

yucucu'la- (pines) they were shaking 146,22

wssTgla-' he was swimming 106,52

djikWweyala- they were going along 106,54

ya'okw§la- he was singing 170,16

goygrne'la- he kept looking at 64,11

Sometimes the durative is expressed by -gs

:

ya'okw§ge he was singing 106,55

aogg'ge she was coming 102,21

wedji'ge as they were going

Habitual

:

The habitual is expressed by the suffix -ns (ef . the nominalizing

suffix § 25)

:

ygge'nedjin they used to say 24,10

gowane weha'hane quilts they used to wear 24,17

wexTale ygdelane'dji he used to appear 28,23

ciqcanehe'n^ he'nfine' the boys they used to scratch 244,8

hsndits'ens' I used to think 254,17 a

adoXTene'djin I used to stay there 254,21

hgddta'ne they used to want 264,31

hghene he would take a bath (from a description of an annual
tribal ceremony) 278,54

h§k^one' he uses 280,12

honondzo'ane' he used to ask us 286,24

hggens'dji'n they used, to call (him) 292,37

§ 55. COMPARISON

Comparison in static verbs and adjectives is expressed by suffixes

:

1) -ga, denotes "too", "very",

:

nadehe'si s§'ga not much too good 280,6

s'atsafaga' it is too hot 280,8

hicahiga' too hot 284,1

ts'dsTaga djinjwa too shallow it had been 304,45

honTi'ega-'hg he was too mean 320,12

ngfa'gadji'n we stopped entirely 338,5

yuh^a'ga too high 334,119

2) -le, denotes "very", "quite", "fairly", "rather", and sometimes

also the superlative

:
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hiki'le very fierce 182,12

b'axTe'wEcH^lewdng the poorest horse 126,76

Totcya'ld very hard 246,15

Tapa'le very strong 22,9

aXTsle' (quite) enough 42,39

3) -Pfi"? , denotes the superlative

:

il§pe''§ very big 246,16

tcaxpe''§ very strong 270,7

go'nVe h^wahape''§ people they were very many 272,17

tsec'oxpe'^§djin I was very tired, 288,7

§ 56. INTERROGATIVE SUFFIXES

In direct speech the interrogative form of the verb is expressed

by the suffix -h:

hgtsa'ls does he sleep ?

hgnsTne'h do you see him ?

necri'ld do you dance ?

k'alacqta'ld do you want to eat (lit.: something you eat-want-
interrog. suf.)

qdza'ld a'ndja 'a'a'dj^ you sleep interog. suf. — you said — you
have come ? = you said you have come to sleep here ? 12,4

If the question is negative the interrogative is suffixed to the

negative proclitic (see § 59):

nale' hgnerne' don't you see him ?

nale' hgdjidji'n didn't he go ?

The suffix -yi is used when the interrogative implies the future:

ngkila'yi how shall we escape ? 14,10

wahe'^e ngla'yi what shall we do ?

wa'ja gfe'yi where shall we go ?

wahe laVeng'yi how much shall it be ?

These cases seem to be exceptional, for, as a rule, there is no
interrogative suffix when the sentence begins with an interrogative

pronoun (as wahe' , wafa' etc.).

§ 57. INSTRUMENTAL PREFIX

The idea of instrumentality in connection with active verbs is

not differentiated as to the particular instruments or means of

doing something. It finds its only expression in a prefix of very

general character: hi- which establishes the relation between the

implied or mentioned "instrument" and the verb; e, g.:

ygl^i' hi'dok'g knife I make with
ya'hi'dok'g stick I make (it) with
diKe'ha hi'dok'g my teeth I do (it) with

24
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Examples from the texts

:

s'a'xdji hityubi' Tg'ra hi'oxpa' the earth all over light it was filled

with 6,18

tse'co hiraha'ledd water moss I eat with only (spare my teeth) ( Toda
I eat, cp. § 35) 154,44

cu'wone k^aXTane'^e hi'dok''g fish-pole I did it with 252,5

k'aso gek'a' yup^ane' g^cine' hiding' playing cards poor I became
with 118,5

In the following cases hi- simply expresses the relation to the

object

:

na'k'alaESTne' hi'dop^a' nothing of that kind I was looking for

316,163

s'a dohgc§'dji nak'ala' hi'dokH land that I had bought not a thing

I got for 354,101

hoda'' tse k'a''§ hi'dip'adjin wind rain together I was born from
104,46

(cp. the impersonal pronoun hi-, § 40).

hi- has entered into such a close connection with many verbs

that together with the verbal stem it has formed a verbal compound
of a stereot3rped meaning

:

hiding'eg I make signs hi'do'o'nda I know
hi'dica I steal hido'ondale' I recognize, I know
hi'dipilah^ I chase away again
hi'dipci I paint hidoha' I wait for

hi'dipaT§' I lock hidop'a' I expect, I look for

hi'difa I pound hidop§' I mend, I patch
hi'dirne I measure hi'dofg I stop somebody
hi'dif^ I hide something hido'rnd I try

hidita"'a I depend on hidoTndC§' I expect, I hope
hi'dityg I help hidotyg' I forbid

hi'ditcs I lean against hi'dotwa I spit on
hi'dise I possess hi'dosri I deceive, I cheat

hi'dixTci I hold something hi'dosTci I spread out, I sprawl

hi'dixTg I supervise hidoki' I suspect

hi'dixto I go with hidok^g I use
hi'dil'§ I wrap hidolo' I singe

hi'dila I trace

§ 58. LOCATIVE PREFIXES

Direction in the verb is expressed by prefixes^ which have a fixed

position before the personal pronouns. Only a few locative ideas,

however, are expressed by these prefixes, the others being denoted

by independent particles:

^ In the texts these prefixes have sometimes been erroneously suffixed

to nouns since their position between noiui and verb left some uncertainty

as to their character (see § 22) . A thorough analysis, however, has shown
that the locatives treated in this section exclusively occur as verbal prefixes.

Direction in the noun can only be expressed by the suffixes dealt with in

§ 29 and by independent particles, § 65.
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(1) a-, KE, apparently synonymous, denote general static location

:

here, there

:

n^'n-j Ke'e' creek was lying there 22,10

Kenehe nedj i n we used to stay there 26,19

Ken^fedji'Tne that we went there 22,6

KETo'nedjCn I used to be there 244,4

KswE^henedjinwe'n^ those that used to be there 248,7

KEweha'xdji where they Hve 316,12

KsxKe'ha (the houses) they were there 248,21

go'nt'e Kswe'n^ people they were here 250,10

KeTg'dji I was here 417,6

keyq^gdji'n they were lying there 14,14

ahe'da aneha'djin there we lived 24,13

a' yggadj i'n they got there 24,17

angfens'djm we used to go there 246,13

aneng' we were there 246,19

rui^aditadjin not there I wanted 246,19

a' ifdjidj I nfwa it happened to be there 286,17

Verbal compounds with a-

:

a'dioxTs I keep, I put there

adi'wi I come off

a'diw§ I untie

a'dipg I take off

a'dip'a I glance

a'dide I have been there

a'difaw§' I deliver, I turn over

a'ditsa I say

adits'^ I think

a'diga I get there, I reach

a'do'§ I care

a'dohg I reach

a'doXTE I stay there

a'dogs I mean it, I call it

adzg' I come

Verbal compounds with ks-

Kediya'hg I throw
Ksdi'wi I pass, I go by
Ks'dip'a I look over

Ks'difa I stand there

Ks'ditcya I jump

Ke'digo I send (somebody)

Ke'dotwa I spit

KsdosTeng' I scatter

Kerg' I am here

(2) n"-, denotes "inside" (any hollow object):

tg^^p'akocdu' Ti'hg^gdjinfwa gourd shell in she had put (them) 86,41

yuTu'kw§ = yuTi'wekw§ house she put in 38,6

Tcilaong' riyg'TE wolf she put in 38,6

axKe caicpi' Tu'xdji (contraction of riwe) there black snake was
in 100,10

yaXTi'dji ya'kab'a' ri'wek'gla the fire hollow tree in he went with

46,10

dila'' ri'odzio'xTe block they put me in 36,4

Verbal compounds with ri- :

ridi'wi I enter, I go in

Ti'difa I wear, I am in

Tidit.h§' I pull

24^
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(3) /V, denotes: "inside the earth" and "under the water":

la'&u f'ow§' arrow they stuck into the ground 18,24

f'o^o'k'gla he went into the water with 234,5

f'ole'ygfe back under the water they went 234,8

fowETa (contracted to fo'da) I dive

(4) tea-, tcya-, denotes "into the water" and "in the water":

tcahe' in the water 40,21

tcya'Ta I go into the water
tcya'dokw§ I throw into the water
tcya'ditcya I wade in the water
tcadji' it was in the water

(5) Ta-, denotes: "on", "on top of":

s^ayub'a' ra'wela'^ hill on top of she went 38,16
h'ala' s^aXTaofa'ong things that are standing on earth 6,18

na'fs s^aXTalehe'ng not one (that) should be on the ground 10,30

Tahe'^g they put on 258,40

b^aXTs wexTang'dji horse we were sitting on 278,1

yvda'cH xa'sefa door she stood at 318,4

Verbal compounds with Ta-:

TadiwsTs' I complain Ta'ditca I step on
Ta'difa I get on Ta'dil'gKs I push on

(6) po-, denotes: "under":

p'o'a'k'antcofs (when they dance) take them in there with 88,43

tci'cane tca'la p^o'xdjidjinfwa a red rat happened to be under
there 106,56

nehi'Taba' p^o'we^g' your wings xmder put us 260,4
ya'tia p'o'wedadji'n into the woods I went 318,169

(7) kya-, denotes: through any object or through a distance:

kia'wslaH'xTe he could shoot through 160,93

kyals'dica just little over I reached 20,6

h'ala' kya' wedac§'ha things that I have gone through 286,26

kya'helade'^go' longer time it may have been 262,15

nd'hoda' kya'tcars haXKe'hgla not air through could pass that way
they make 266,9

Verbal compounds with kya-:

kya'difa I follow kya'ga fluently, to the end
kya'diga I catch up with

(8) la-, denotes: "out" of any object:

hoda' la'tca wind jiunped put 88,44

yufa' ygcTgla'wela the house she shut, out she went 38,7

ca'ong la'wetcaha'le the snake as soon as she came out 100,10

tsia'hende lao'wi when it was dry he went out 46,10

ri'sTa Ke'dji axKs'polawe'wi flat rock was there, under there out
she (would) come 160,91

aXKs'lahotcia'' there she jmnped out 164,117
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Verbal compounds with la-:

lahek^o'nda I take it out
la'dip^a I peep out

la'ditca I jump out
la'dokw§ I pour out

(9) pe-, denotes: "above" or "over" any object:

pewedjih^' she was up there 38,21

p^we djidji'nfwa she had been up there 40,23

s'a'daga Tula' psle'wek'g' four mountains over they ran 36,4

Verbal compounds with pe :

pewe'da I go up
pe'dong I conquer, I overcome

(10) yu-, denotes "up in the air":

k^ala yu.gwE'ng things that fly

yu're he flew

yukiOTedji'n he flew around
ytib'a'ogg she came up

Verbal compounds with yu-

:

yuwe'ra I grow
yuws'ladica I grow (trans.), I make grow
yub^a'dokw^ I lift, I raise something
yup^ap'als'ditca I jump up and down
yudi'TE I fly

yu'dica I hurt somebody

(11) ya-, denotes "across", "to the other side":

Tci'pi nqng yw^' ya'ngla salt-creek they call across he went 288,7
ngng^e ya'ngfe across the creek we went 294,14

k*ala' hg'^a yahe'hgk'gdjidji'n something he carried, across he was
taking 270,9

§ 59. NEGATION

The verbal complex is rendered negative by prefixing na- or

ha- which are synonymous and freely interchangeable (see phono-
logy, § 10; also § 28).

Examples

:

na'ditadjin not I wanted 254,16

^yapWo'xdji hahixawspW ts the wagon they could not pull up with
(ha- negative, hi- instrumental, ra- locative, we- pronoun,
p'a stem, -re suffix, denoting ability)

ha'wegoTness''e they were not many 248,11
na'hoyuTndq he did not know 110,20

In some cases na- occurs as a proclitic, preceding the first element
of the sentence which it thus renders negative:

na'tcyago'la gg^'>^padi'ne gelals'reha'^'U not into the water to go
fingerring could have been fovind (by going into the water
the fingerring could not have been foimd) 120,27
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nay^'w^ wetctdji'n not they give they wanted (not they wanted to
give) 116,26

natcya'ditcya ditadji'n not into the water I jump I wanted (I did
not want to jump into the water) 262,21

na^dzef^' h^go^Tne not my father he lives (my father does not live)

316,167

nadehe'si hgyurndq not much they know 264,30
nas^h^'dd angla'ndji go'nfs a'hgngdzogwadji'n not all the time that

we go there the people they said to us (they said to us that we
should not go there all the time) 266,18

§§ 60—63. D. Enclitics

§ 60. INTRODUCTORY

The coordinative and subordinative relation between two clauses

and a word and a clause is expressed by a number of verbal enclitics.

However, as will be seen from the following discussion only a few

conjunctive ideas are expressed by the formal device of enclisis

while in the majority the conjunction is an independent particle

(see § 67).

§ 61. COORDINATIVE ENCLITICS

-lahg' therefore, and so

-ya'hg therefore, and so (after negation)

-de and, also

-lends only and then

-la but

-lahg', denotes the illative :"therefore", "and so",:

Kensfa'ldhg you are standing here and so. . . . 134,16

ygge'lahg ygwage' he told (her) and so she hunted 42,38

ygge'lahg cug§k'g'weng xao'wi they said and so the fish with sharp

teeth ran against him 106,53

k^ala'k^al^EiTnE kya'wsdac§'ha diyagwalahg' k'ala ndXKe^§'ha

di'yagwa things whatever kind that I have gone through I

told; therefore things these kinds I am telling 286,26

na^diyagwa' Eewi'lahg' di''yagwa (things) I did not tell, (I) left out

and so I am telling them (now) 352,75

wekw§lahg' f'ewela'dji they sent (him) and so down into the water
he went 4,7

wsxTi's yg^ane'lah'i' wexTi^e weyugwadji'n (for) his name he asked

and so his name he told 156,57

gocTineha' hoyuTnda''§lahg' gok'a'da hgcri'djin the dances he knew,
therefore he was with them, he danced 278,54

-ya'hq, denotes the illative "therefore", "and so" after a negative

sentence

:

'yaxTica leha'de no"goTnsya'hg ya'xri po'legogene Tapa'ledjin

matches also did not exist, therefore fire to make burn was
very hard 258,38

na'VE a^honD'ndzo'eya'hQ nfo'ntalia' nek'g' no-one took care of us

and so our hands we used 320,5
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nadzeV^' hggo'rneya'h^ na^'adita' hs'hondogwadji'n my father does

not live, therefore not there I want (to go) I said to him316,167

nahidd'o'ndaya'hg ^''wgheng'h s§l'§tcine' hqdio'k'onedjin (prayers)

I did not know and therefore others only prayers they made
for themselves 264,29

Sometimes -ya'hg stands at the end of a sentence, apparently

without establishing the connection with the following sentence.

Its meaning then is not clear. Examples

:

Ko'XKowe'ng ha'wEgoTnese'^§ dji'yahg the white people they were

not very many at that time 248,11

na'fa k'ala' hggwadjiya'hg (he may have been glad) never a thing

he said 302,29

ca'ngng'e' yufa nayukg'h holaya'hg the snake-creek the house not

far from it was 435,7

nagd^nfele hgk'a'haTsya'hg no other person could take care of him
336,135

-de, occurs as a copulative of words: "and", "also":

Tala' gong' ts'ontWds gonodji'n wolf was here, terrapin also (and

terrapin) was here 36,1(1)

yons'nde and the fawn 36,1(2)

yg'yaxKadji'de her dress also 296,34

k^asoso'a" dji'de the bible also 328,64

yaka'e'de the war-stick also 162,104

tse'de you also 96,13

-le'ndd, is a contraction of the conjunctions -le = only, and

he'nds = and then (see independent particles)

:

s'ao'wihels'ndd when he falls only then, . . . 144,5

agehe'lendd (the appointed day) when it reached only then. . .

178,51

we'g'helendd (the big logs) when they put only then, . . . 344,7

-la, denotes the disjunctive conjunction "but":

yudjiha' ^hong era'ha s'd" XTahgfadjigo'la dgrshs'lehgfa the Yuchi
first he may have been standing on earth but he was backward
164,122

gofeng'ha nalaVe'ga xatcia hgladjigo'la wenVsng' ra'tcia hglanedji'

hggwadji'n the man not too much hard they may have treated

but the woman hard that they used to treat they said 178,52

hohondjigo'la (many people) it may have taken but (it did not

take us) 248,14

sf'Ze KdTng'ladjigo'la something good they may have done but
(at that time I did not think so) 254,17 a

aXKernddjigo'la it may have been that way but (I did not know)
290,19

-la occurs often combined with one of the subordinative enclitics

-^a and -dji (see § 62 b) ; e. g.

:

hi'le we^xtsafa'la wa'hang'ng nd'wsxtsa'de all they slept but the old

woman she could not sleep 14,7

na.oyu'Tndqfa'la wekw^'lahg' (whether he could get there) he did

not know but they sent him 4,8
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KeneTuC fa'la na'^sen^zio'Vadjin (we had hard times) we were there
but she did not leave us 286,16

cp. also: 244,10, 298,49, 340,20

wdTnene'wen^ we^k^awene k'a'fewengdji'la y^csle the women
sisters many they were but he killed (them) 116,21

na'ja wsditnedji'la never I had seen her but (that time I saw her)

288,14

dotc'wans'dji'la I had heard about it but 308,87
yuding^widji'la we came into the house but (what they did I do not

know) 322,19

§ 62. SUBORDINATIVE ENCLITICS

(a) Subordination of one sentence to another:

List of enclitics

:

-ya
]

na- . . -Is before

'""
I

-Tg I -to whether
-re

I
-ha'he where

-he when

The copulative conjunction "if" is expressed by three enclitics:

-ya, -fala and -'ne'ha which are synonymous:

-ya-

na'KE'^ca'ya neTut'e^vn' if you do not do so your life will be lost

122,31

gowstsd'we'ng KsxKswsha'^^ya the intermarried ones if there were
(any) 180,8

tsotifa' nahgkia"'ayd' the medicine if they do not take care of (it

would overcome them) 182,11

ale'nsgaya na'fa gok'a'xrgng na'^'ld gonek'axrg'ya depole' neng' if

(when) you get home never marry but if you marry again you
will die 54,22

alek^o'ntsgya if I come back with (dirty water will come to the
surface) 4,7

k^al§'ng s^ayab'a'^^ya whoever was a warrior = whatever person
if he was a warrior 148,7

K9djifa'ya (something) if going on (they would get there) 284,7

agafe neli'ya one day if it comes (the end would be there for us)

284,11

sW§la'de'§ya if he lies down (the pole-carriers would punch him)
278,52

-fa'la

:

k^al§'he go'nfe a'odsfa'la wherever person if he comes (they would
call for him) 180,10

hgk^a'xTg k'gfa'la his wife if (he) had (he was not allowed to sleep

with) 56,31

tse'ha gop'efa'la water if one drinks (it is very salty) 250,22

-^ne'ha :

yu'ahe k'g'hhgje^neha' big house when (if) they gathered 178,2

we'ygwe'ng hgtwa'^nsha' the deer if he killed (only the hide he took
off) 52,4
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la hgTawi''neha' bullet if he was hit by (strong things were forbidden
for him) 54,28

s§Pe''e^neha if very good 152,35

go'nfsri'i' hgwa'do'neha' person if he dies (they bathe him) 174,32

To'lega' goxri't'^^nsha' too hard if one pulls (deeper they go into

the ground) 62,7

pado^'neha' if it (was) dark (they were afraid) 26,19

hondik^ada'ngTneha' if I would stay with him (he would buy red

boots for me) 256,24

hi'lerneha' if all (gone) 258,37

k^ala' go'nfs s'at'ci'w^'neha' something person if he drops (the pole-

carriers would take it) 278,53

nsxKE yoxdji'neha' here if you stay (would you not run off ?) 302,28

The copulative conjunction "while" or "as" is expressed by the

synonymous enclitics -r? and re:

-tq:

Taofa'rg ya'xdju wefa'e' wekilg' while he was standing on the
branch that he hit he missed it 256,34

Ksfa'rg yub'a'fa gohqTone' a'hggwa while standing there high
above the life-ruler he said 268,29

ahe^neng'Tg Ka'xKa aoga'' while we were there a white
man he came there 312,134

Keweha'rg tse' ciga tsexrawi' while they were there dirty water
came to the surface 4,9

-re; -de:

Ksdji'de while (he was) sitting there (he thought) 88,52

wedji'de while they were going (one of them grew tired) 102,20

gok'gfe'de wedabal§' while they were going with he grew strong 54,21

ahehendji'de tso'Ka hit^efe'ld s'a'hg^§' as they were going grass one
by one they put down 168,147

gok'^ha'da while they were there with him (they filed his teeth

154,44

wextsale' we'hade wecedji'n in their sleep while they were they died

140,7

-hs, denotes "when". It is the by far most frequently used con-

junction :

hgk'g'fehe when they went with her 22,8
aoga'he when he got there 62,8

yg'tc'wahe when they heard 66,19

nendjihs when we went 262,20
dikygwg'he when I think 284,11

pa'dohe when (it was) night 290,23

In a few cases -h takes the meaning of "when"; e. g.\

hi'tne Kewexald le'fa ^yuhe'fa ncC ditnedji n when I first went I had
not seen that house 254,9

Keng'h when he was here (yet) 246,23

The conjunction "before" is expressed by the prefix na- (ha-)

and the enclitic -le^:

1 The literal meaning is perhaps not yet;
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has'^s§n^la'le before we went to the clean ground 276,45

ha'hgyuK§'l9 before he told 322,15

na'hgyurnda'le before he knew 262,23

nawe' yalele before he hit 40,28

hak^ala'hgla'ls before they eat 176,46

napec^weda'h before I go further 290,35

The conjunction "after" is expressed by the enclitic -dode' or

-dodehe' after, when:

hghgledode'djinfwa after she had caught them 86,41

ngcridode' ngtsane' after we dance we sleep 14,12

s'a'xdji k^a'adode'he the earth after it was made 6,13

henlH'dode after they had scratched him 148,6

hi'ls KETnedodshe all after it was done that way 152,33

wsKs'ha yo^'>"badode' his teeth after they filed 154,44

wslcCdode'he after he had gone 162,109

WEwaha'le Kswidode'he after many summers had passed 22,7

gocTup'o' Kewidode'he small pox after it had passed 248,18

goatsane k^g'hongdods' trial after it had been made 252,14

k'ala'Tadods'hs after I had eaten 254,11

le'dji Kewidode'he that after it had passed 262,10

gowe'dsne Ke''§dods'he talk after he had made 272,20

In some cases -dode' takes the meaning of "aheady":

nehe'lidode' (what has been forecasted) it has already conae 286,12

di' ya'gwadodehg' I have already told 300,16

The conjunction "everytime", "everytime when" is expressed

by the enclitic -dji'le

:

na'gorne hggwadji'le there is none everytime she said 42,38

ygs'endji'le everytime they bite (the meat said "I suck") 102,17

yuh^a'oxwerit^'dji'le everytime they pull her up 102,34

KecTqladji'le every once in a while 106,58

Kehenodji'le when they were here (yet) 178,1

ygfedji'le everytime they go 12,2

s^axToLe weKgdji'le everytime they come to the surface 152,30

ngfene' dji'le everytime we used to go 262,15

ahggadji'ld everytime they came 274,31

agadji'ld everytime it comes 336,129
Tasele wep'^adji'le one side everytime she chopped 18,27

Sometimes -dji'le means "but" and "while":

na'kohgt'ha' hggwadji'le kohg'fha not he (should) open she had said

but he opened 88,49

nagolane hggwa^§dji' le not to eat they said but (they are very good
to eat) 112,43

we'yd'gwadji'le she told but (it was not so) 306,64

h'a^soggTane'he do'xdjidji'le while I stayed at school 328,64

p'a'l'§ goxdjidji'le while he was chief 250,6

Suffixed to a numeral -dji'le means "at that time":

weH^cfe^a't'e €ct^§bifa'' k'o^ x rata'dju i'cTuxra'vn dji'le smnmer
one thousand eight hundred eighty one at that time 20,2
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The conjunction "whether" is expressed by the enclitic -to:

a'weyogwadjit'o' whether you told him 62,17

hqwone'to whether he used to fish 280,10

h^k'onet'o' whether he uses 280,12

k^ale'he ana'gto' wherever whether we have been (if he said) 286,24
nas^a'nt.heTet'-o' would you not run off ? 302,28

Kele wedzek'^latg'dji back that they might go with me. . . 308,84
hgditnene'to whether I had seen him (she asked) 322,24

aheditarento' whether I would want to go (he asked) 334,120
di'yagwa' lads'^'ref^o' whether I would tell (they thought) 350,66

The conjunction "where" is expressed by -ha'he:

'yu'adjiha'liE where the town is (it was close by) 330,86

yuhe afa'c§ha'he the house where it had stood 128,97

aditWdjiha'he (it may have been eight or nine miles to) where I

wanted to go 254,19

ahg'fahahe' where they were to bury him (they took him there)

316,155

Probably -hahs is a compound of the encKtic -ha (see § 62 b) and
-he = locative suffix, {see § 29).

(b) Subordination of a clause to a word, and of one verb to

another verb

:

List of enclitics

:

-cf -dji

-fa -ha

animate classifiers

:

-ng, -wang', hs'ng, ws'ng etc.

-c^, denotes the attributal relation of the verb to the antecedent.

It corresponds to the English relative pronoun. The relation is

made specific by suffixing one of the classifying elements: -fa,

-'e, -dji, -ha, etc.

:

k'ala'wsgwac§'ha things that he had said 44,20
ya'p§hgwelac§'hgng he who had climbed the tree 108,11
yuhe' afa'c§ha'he the house where it had stood 128,97

Kehgfee§''e (the way) that they had gone. In this case the ante-
cedent "the way" to which ce'^e refers is only implied 168,145

k'al§'fa hgfec§'dji whichever way that they had gone 168,148
di'xdji axKe'djic§'haXKe axKelE'djidji'n the rock where it had been

(before) right there again it was 142,9

k^al^K^GTa'^^ ado'xdjice'ndji how long it was that I stayed 250,1
Time Bernett-c^'hong the one who was Time Barnett 256,26
k'al^lq la'le diwic^'dji which way out again that I went 258,45
k''ala' we'ws dec^'dji something that he talked about 260,2
go'p'a hewedsc^'dji na'hida'o'nda Creek (language) that he talked

I do not know 262,11

k'ala' hgyuTndc§'dji something that they believed in 264,30
gohq Tons' hss'a'ns hg^p'ac§'dji life-ruler his son that was born;

(-dji in this case is exceptional; the regular form should be
-ws'ng as it refers to a human being)
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Often the same idea of bringing the verbal complex into an
attributal relation to the preceding noun is expressed without -ce,

simply by suffixing the classifying elements to the verbal complex.

Examples

:

(a) Inanimate classifiers:

-fa:

aXKi''§ hqlafadji'n that way it was what they did 272,23
aXKdla' hengfadji'n it was Hke this that they were 274,28

-'e:

honde'kHha' ' wslans's their tracks those they traced 160,81

i'ct^^ KEtsg'c§^e the road that I had come 254,8

ya'xdju wefd'e the branch that he hit 256,34

-dji :

k'alahit'e'dd di^ky^w^le'dji one thing also that I remember 22,6

ritsia'so axKs'djidjinfwa money that had been there 28,24
aXKe''§ wela'ndji that way that they (would) do 104,41

goxdju'b'ada hgk'grs'ndji mischief that they could do 180,6

k'al§'he adiga'ndji where that I would get to 252,3

-Aa: (plural suffix):

go'nfE wede'k^i h^tneha' person his tracks that they saw l44,3

k^ala' k'al^'weladji'nha things whichever she had done 100,9

goxdju'b'ada h^k'g'Tsha mischief that they can make 180,4

Tigoja'ndia djinja'la rihe henedji'nha clothes even that they used
to wear 182,19

golane' hgk'^'ha food that they make 174,33

k'ala' wegwalia' things that he said 44,19

ya'c'a hg'aha' leaves that they carried 274,37

k'a^so ditnsha' books that I study 334,119

gocTi'ne hgcTi'djinha' dances that they danced 276,51

ggcH§c'i§' tsyd'^^ha' rags that were dry 258,40

In this case the verbalization of the adjective tsya dry seems

superfluous as the same idea could be expressed by suffixing the

plural element -ha to the adjectival form : g^cH^c^i^ tsyaha' dry rags.

(P) Animate classifiers:

go'nfe Tawghgra djihe'ng persons whom they appointed 136,26

w§ya'line iia'fa he'gehghahe'ng young girl who had never been away
56,30

lehe'ng Tahafa'le hgyu'hahgladji nhengle '^ those who had watched
before (again they appointed) 134,13

k'ala' yu^gws'ng things (beings) that fly 2,2

Tg'ra welawe'ng light those who make 6,13

k'ala s'aXTaofawe'ng beings that are standing on the earth 6,18

wiliikiki' yo' ndetawe'ng fierce those who wanted to be 150,24

The suffix -dji also expresses the object relation of one verb

to another verb. It is suffixed to the dependent verb:
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s^a'ok'alaw^dji tso'hila wek'a' .^dji'n to run a race straight they
agreed 36,3(1)

nd'^'le ya' XTajale d9 aXKe''^ wsla'ndji weyu'Tndadji'n, k'ale'nrne

wela'ndji sgle'de wek'a" yux rg T^'dj'in but beforehand that way
that they would do they knew, whatever to do right away
they told each other 104,41

ahe'ndd aga's'dd Ke'e' pado^e'dd Ks^e'ndji hi'le wek'a'hoTn§gadjin
and then the day also to lie there, the night also to lie there all

they agreed 8,24

agd*e' pado'e' k'aTsVeng'dji hi'le wek'a'hoTn§gadjin the day the
night separate to be all they agreed 8,25

padohe' k^ala'k-'one'dji wsgodji'n when night something to work he
told him 120,25

goyu'dodji hg'gwa to reach for her, they said 102,29

na'go'yaga hgk'g' Keh^hqdji' hgk'g'wede' not they commit adultery*

that way to be they talked to them 180,6

wedi'ld yuTu'k'gdji tso'tiha ygk'one' wegwadji'n he only he would be
in the house with 48,16

k^al^'rne hgla h^kila'ndji na' hgyu'rndadj i n what he (should) do to

escape he did not know 108,11

wetwa'ndji c^c§'ygladji'n to kill (her) he got ready 118,42

naKsda tca'le hgwelq'dji aga'^ Ke'hg'§dji'n and now back into the
water for him to go it came he was lying there 68,19

In a few cases -ha seems to take the same meaning

:

hondzsk^gfeha a'hggafadji'n to take me with them they had come
there 316,164

s'a'goToteha aXKSTg'TUd yondyong' to rim away I was there they
. thought 308,83

§ 63. ENCLITICS OF ADVERBIAL CHARACTER

There are only a few enclitics of adverbial character, most
adverbial ideas being expressed by independent particles (see

§68):

-le, denotes "again":

hi'oxpaledji'n it filled up again 18,27

yufa ygcTgledji'n the room she closed again 116,17

neso'gwaleng' to tell you again 136,31

ws'Tgralenedjin hggwadji'n they she vised to light up again, they
said 150,19

hida'OTidals'he when I knew again (when I came back to conscious-

ness) 330,91

-le, denotes "only" being homonymous with -h = again:

ygtcwadji'le his hide only 52,4

yaXKale' white only 56,30

cyqcane'le boys only 100,1

hifs'ld one only 116,26
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§§ 64—69. E. Independent Particles

§ 64. INTRODUCTORY

The particles so far discussed were either nominal or verbal

affixes or enclitics, i. e. formal elements which caimot be detached
from the word complex they modify; the particles which will be
dealt with in this chapter are independent words. Even detached

from the word complex or sentence they have a definite meaning
and their position in the sentence is only determined by the syn-

tactical structure.

An analysis of these independent particles shows that most of

them are compounds of various affixes.

§ 65. locative particles

A great number of independent locatives are compounds of a

monosyllabic prefix and one of the four general locative suffixes

-he, -le, -KE, and -fa (see § 29). Thus the general locative prefix

a- becomes:

ahe' here aXKs' there, yonder
ale' back to (here) afa' towards

In the same manner and with an analogous variation of meaning
the following compound particles are formed

:

there Kehe' Kele' — Kefa'

across yahs' yah' — yofa'

above yuhe — yuXKs yuja'

in rihe Tile rixEe rifa'

through — kyale — kyaja'

over pehe pels' — —
Examples

:

antsole rihe' a'new^leng' yoiir home inside you will wake up 88,42

yudi'le h^wi' house into he went 164,116

k^ala h^'^a Ayahs' hgk'gdjidji'n something he carried that he was
taking across (a river) 270,9

tse^aya'fa k'ala' wi' hikikiwe' 7ig awe'ng big water across (towards the

other side) fierce beings they were there 162,100

yu'xKe Ke'^idji he'h^gwa up yonder they are going there she said
"

86,40

k^aka''§ aXKe yo'nfa in the middle there she put 38,6

tse pehe' above the water 38,21

Kele n^k'^fe'ndji'n back home we went with 312,134

Another group of independent locatives are bi- or polysyllabic

the majority of which yield to a partial analysis only:

ada'le all around djik'a' along
axke'la here dja'xa through (during)

axpele any way, to all sides reca' near
agehe from Tahe'^§ farther

yaxTahe in front of, ahead rapi' on
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yuha' high up
yuh'a upward,

yukg'h far (also temporal : long

time)

yula around
hity^' on, it is on
hila' towards
he'gefa away
hagye' away from
bili' around
dans' off

dgrele' backward

rase' across (the earth)

Tale''§ in sight

Tq'wg right there (right then)

Tg'la at the same place

s'edi' down
KecTa'^§ far

k^aTawg''§ between
k'a'bi straight towards
k'at'e' between
k'akahe in the middle
le'kye through

Most of these particles can be modified in the same way as the

monosyllabic prefixes by suffixing the general locative elements

-he, -Is, -K£, and -fa:

yub'ahe' upward Tasehe' across at

yub'als' from above Tosefa' across towards

yub^afa upward towards k'ak'ale' along in the middle

Tscafa' near towards

§ 66. TEMPORAL PARTICLES

icu''§ later

i'kg long time

endjubi' all day
e'nle during day
§le'dji at day time

ab^'dji now
abe'Ki''§ just now
aXKe'de right then
aXKecTole at that time

yaXTctjale before that

yukg' a long time
hitohe later on, afterwards

hitohe'nde afterwards and then
hi'tne first, at present

hitne'nde just now
ha'fa sometimes

hafale' seldom
hafals'nde seldom and then
haxKE at that time
ha'XKscTa since

hale'de right then
dspole' again

Tafa'le before

ts^its^i'^' often

tsHts'i'ga too often

ts'ala' suddenly
sahg't's once
sghg'ds all the time
sgle'de right away
CTahafa'le long before

Ke'dd now
kEkele' often

§ 67. CONJUNCTIVES AND DISJUNCTIVES

i'le but
ahe'nde and then
ondesg' and also

ya.i' also

wahe'Tne why
he'nde and then

djinfa'la also

na and
na'(.'le however, but (in the be-

ginning of a sentence)

na'^ya'nde or else

nahg' and so

na'nde and then
Tahe''§ further

k'alaTnsla' for what reason

k^al^he'ds wherever
k'aleng' whoever
k'ale'riTne whatever
k'alz'ke whatever
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Examples

:

nq.' gocTine a'gdhe and to dance when it came = and when it

was time to dance 88,47

na'nde pado'ndji gol'one' ay^gwa and then at night the devil he
said... 124,56

nd'^'h nak^ala' axKerne but not a thing it was like that 306,61

. , (Id wera' ditW . . , but I go I wanted = . . . but I wanted to go
306,76

wd*nenehe'n^ ya.i' hgcri' the women also they dance 278,58

go'p'a na''§ya'nde Ka'xKa Creek or else Whites 342,28

gotcala' t'els'weng djinfa'la hgk'a'hg red people others also they fight

with 158,77

h'ah'ng yahe'ntc.he whoever tree if he leans against. . . . 278,52

§ 68. INDEPENDENT ADVERBIALS

ari'la enough resi' almost
aXTe' enough raxKs' in vain

§§ 70—72

§ 70, LIST OF PERSONAL AND
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aXKe''§ that way
aXKe^e'nde anyhow
axTs'le normally, usually

axKile''§ the same way
axKi'la in that manner
hi' Is all

pe''f very
PEC^' more
dodehg' already

t8'i'§ almost

'n§ga'le indeed, truly

si almost

safi'l§ quietly

gu'iyo maybe
kya'ga fluently

lade*^' possibly

Va'ls easily, quietly

§ 69. EXCLAMATORY PARTICLES

aha' now

!

h'^ yes

!

adju' that's it

!

dja oh my

!

aXKe''§ha well then! goho'go oh pshaw!
aXKs'le that's all Kshg' now

!

yi'g' alas

!

ko oh

!

hi'h^ alas

!

Is yes, all right

!

hona'' no! la'ya' well then!

APPENDIX

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS

reflex,

with
first
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§ 71. List of Homonymous Affixes

Throughout the discussion of morphology the various homon-
jmaous affixes have been dealt with in regard to the ideas they
express, and, accordingly, have been mentioned in different places.

It seems appropriate, therefore, to group them together here in

a list

:

1. Prefixes:

hi- 1) Impersonal pronoun, see § 40

2) Instrumental prefix, see § 57

go- 1) Indefinite personal pronoun, see § 34
2) Contraction of ks + ws, see § 3.

2. Suffixes and enclitics:

-TO? 1) Demonstrative and interrogative suffix (ns'ng, le'ng,

wa'ng etc., see §§ 41, 42

2) Imperative suffix, see § 53

3) Verbal stem, "to become"

-ne 1) Nominalizing suffix, see § 25

2) habitual, see § 54

-le 1) Verbal interrogative suffix, see § 56

2) adverbial "only", see § 63

3) adverbial "again", see § 63

4) conjunctive "when", see § 62

-re 1) modal suffix, denoting "ability", see § 53

2) conjunctive "while", see § 62

3) conjunctive "also", see § 61, (de)

-fa'la 1) conjunctive "but", see § 61

2) conjunctive "if", see § 62

-fa, -'£, -dji, -ha, -he'ng, -weng, etc. occur both as nominal classifiers

and as relative pronouns by establishing the relation of the
verb to the antecedent, -dji also expresses the object relation

of one verb to another verb.

§ 72. TEXT

The Creation of the World
(Told by Maxey Simms)

1. hi'Tnd{l) CTaha\endji{2) nak^ala' (S) go'Tnd{^)

First (in) the beginning it was not a thing exist (ed)

tSE^e'h{5) ze'e'(6) k'ala'{3) feleweng'l9{l) Kewe'ngdjin{8)

the water only lying there something other ones only they were here

haxKSTne' (9) goha'haneheng (10) hgya'gonBdji'n. (11)

in this way the older ones they used to tell.
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2. k^ala'yu.gws'ng (12) EEwe'ng{8) tsoono'ndd{\Z) go'xdji{\^)

Things that fly they (were) here the sun also was here

E^aleEe'.^gola (15) s'a' geiaTs'ndji{lQ) WEk''awe'de{\l)

whatever to do earth to be able to find they talk with each other

Kswe'hadji (18) hggsnedji'n. (19) 3. tsoong' (13) h'ala' {Z)

they were here they used to say. The sun something

we'xTqTq{20) keivs'hadji'n. (18) 4. k^ala' (Z) /'o'a'-

she dictated they were here. Something that belongs into

odong (21) s'a' hgwags'nd (22) WETodji'n{23) cagsgng' (24:)

the water earth to hunt for they asked the beaver

WEyu' TTidc^' (25) gok^EnQ'la{26) na'.EWElaTEdji 71.(21) •

they expected he could they were with him but not he could do.

5. ahE'ndd{28) culauE' (29) yaH' wsyu' Tndc§' (25) long'd9{30)

And then fishotter also they expected he could that one also

na' tueweIo^ Tddjin.{3\) 6. ah£'ndd{28) tsia'xtsaong' (32) weeo-
not he could do. And then the crawfish they

dji'n (23) tsia'xtsaong' (32) a'ogwa{33) pewE'daya{3^)
asked the crawfish he said if I go down into the water

k^ala'goyu' Tnda'ns (35) nsha' (36) adjung' (31) natsE' rah' (38)

something to know (signs) these will be the ones : not water top

diwi' (39) axTEng'.Eya [4:0) wiH' tSEXxawi' .{41) 7. wa't7a(42)

I come if it can be done blood water top comes. However

s*a'xdji{43) hi'tsa{4:4:) alEk^9'ntsgya{4:5) tss ciga n"§(46)
the earth I find if I come back with water dirty yellow

tsExrawi' (41) hggivadji'n.{41) 8. s^a\axdji'hE{4:8) a'oga^-

water top comes he said. Where the earth is (whether) he

TE'ndji{4t9) na.oyu'Tndqfa'la (50) wskwElahg'. (51) 9. /^e'we-

could get there he did not know but they sent him. Down into the

la'dji (52) yukg'l9{53) aga' (54:) EEWEha' Tg (55) Ise' ciga

water he went long time it took while they were there water dirty

r*'*f(46) tSEXTawi' {4\) i(;ern£"(56) E£WE'hahE{57)
yellow water top come they saw while they were there

tsia'xtsaong' [32) ws.gcxa' (58) E^af^hE'{59) s*a'co 5^"§'*£(60)

the crawfish his claws between dirt (it) was little

Aip£'(61) tS8Taloivi'dji{62) hggE'nEdji{63) hggwadji'n.{41)

on with water top he came they used to say they said.

10. s^a'co sH^"^dji{64) yghg'{65) k'ala'{3) EEyg'fa{m)
Dirt very little it was they took something stuck up

weteTE'{<61) s'a' k'a^'adji' (68) hggwadJL'n.{41) W. nah'ld{42)

they hit it (with) earth it was made they said. However

g'wg{^9) agwa'hE{10) s^aco'xdji{7l) yghg' (65) EEWEp^a'hE{12)
some when they say the dirt they took when they threw

25*
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ahe'{28) s'a' k'a'dji{Q8) hggensdjin.{ld) 12. yukg'h{5S) s'a'xdji{^3)

then earth was made they used to say. Long time the earth

wek'^wahg'{'7S) tssxTale'{38) ws'k^ggghs{14:) s^aco'xdji{l\) t^'

he went after water top when he was coming with the dirt melted

s^"§'*§(60) ho'wa{15) tsexTale' (38) wek'q'widjiK^' {!&) s'a"e{ll)
httle it (was) left water top he may have come with the earth

Pa"a(68) k'ala'{3) felewen^'dd{18) hi'ld we'k'a'adji'{68) hg-

made something else they also all they were made they

gwadji'n.{4:7) 13. s^a'xdji {43) k^a'^adode'he [79) na' rg Tago'md {80)

said

.

The earth after it was made there was no light

Esdjidji'n {81) K'gldwe'ha {82) tsoong' {13) k^ala{3) ws'xtqtq {20)

it was here they gathered the sun something she dictated

KEWehadji' {18) hqgwadjin{il) tq^ Tawelawe'ng {83) weyu'-
they were here they said those who were to make light they

wagE'{84:) kewe'hadjin. {18) 14. s^gdjiba'c^o{85) weyu" Tndc§' {25)

hunted for they were here. Lantern-fly they expected he could

yu'Te{86) Kewela'.i'ld{87) sH^sH^'h {88) Tgra' EETe'de{89)

he flew there he went but very little only light it flashed

wsla{90) axKe'ls {91) yula'oTedji'n {92) 15. ahe' {28) 'yg'weng {93)

he made that (much) only he flew around. Then the star

yaH' weKodji'n. {23) 16. aonq'de{94) Va'h{95) t^' Ta weW {90)

also they asked. There he also very dim light he made

axKeledjtn{96) ca'faonQ{97) yaH' weEodji'n {23) xgra'

that much only it was the moon also they asked light

wela'hld{8'l) rq' ra pado"e{98) axKe"ledji'n.{96) 17. ahe' {18)

she made but light was dark that much only it was. Then

tsoong' {13) yd*i' weyv) rndc^' {25) Kewela'djin. {99)

the sun also they expected (she could) there she went.

18. hi'md yub'a'ogg {100) Ke'dd{101) s'a'xdji {43) hityuhi' {102)

Just as soon as she came up now the earth all over with

T?'ra hioxpq' {103) k^ala' {3) s^accTaofa'ong {104) hile'

light it was full of things that are standing on earth all

yo'ndeyu'c§ {105) TaxEe' {lOQ) we'Kg{107) tca'tca{108) xswe'ha-

they were glad just they sing loud all over they were

dji' {18) hggwadji'n.{41) 19. tsoong' {13) Kewela' {81) yuxpaPe' {109)

here they said. The sun there she went at noon

ha'xEe{110) hi'loxdjidjin. {Ill) 20. axKe' Tne{112) we rnehe' {113)

right then (all) she stopped. That way when they saw

tsoong' {13) sWxdji{4:3) rg'ra yglane'ng {114) wegwadjin. {115)

the sun the earth light she should make they said.

21. na'{llQ) ahe'ndd{28) Reive'hahe {51) q'wq{Q9) aogiva'he{lll)

And then when they were here some when they said
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aga^s'ls{118) kb^'e' (6) na'padogoTueng' (119) wsgwadjt'n. (115)

the day only (should) lie here not dark it should be they said.

22. g'wgd9{120) aga'e'dd{121) K£'e'{6) pado'e'de {122) Ke'ehe' (123)

Others the day also (should) be the night also when it is here

s§le'T€{l24:) W£gwa'{115) wek^aws'de{l7) Eswe'-

would be good they said they talked with each other they

hadji'n. (18) 23. tcone' (125) a'ogwa{33) pado's'dd (122)

were here. Ground-squirrel there he said "the night also

Ke'e'{6) go'nt'ehe'ngiUQ) padohe'{121) hqk'a'ga {128)

(should) be here the people when night they have intercourse

hgwals 'a'XTE {129) didza' {130) hggwadji'n.{4:l) 24. ahe'ndd{28)

they could increase I say" he said. And then

aga'e'dd{l2l) if£'e'(6) pado'e'ds {122) Ke's'ndji{\3\) hi'le

the day also to be here the night also it was to be here all

wek^a'ho Tn§gadji'n. {132) 25. tsoong {13) §ls'dji{133) Tq'xa.-

they agreed with each other. The sun day time light was

ofe'(134) ca'faonq\91) ^ygweng'dd {135) podohe'{127) T^'ra wela'-

to make the moon the stars also when night light they were

dJLn{99) aga'e'{118) parfo'e'(136) k'afet'en2'dji{131) hi'le

to make the day the night was to be separate all

wek^a'hoTn§gadjin. {132) 2Q. ahs'nds {28) tcongn^' {138)

they agreed with each other. And then the grovind-squirrel

a'ogwa{33) diadidza'nsH {139) axxe'Tne {112) hq'gwa{4cl)

he said "I did say it (and) it is done that way" he said

tsitsH'\{1^0) a'ogwa {33) go'xdji{14.) cafane' {14:1) wef-
every now and then he said he was there wildcat he got

asie' {142) ''goho'go {143) godi'^a'gogwa {144) axKe^md.§fa'la {145)
mad "Oh pshaw! you you did say that way if it is

sghg.^h'ds {14&) agogwa'xTe" {147) hq'gwa{47) Talo'fa {148) hile'

once only you should say" he said he jumped on him all

yql'-at'^adjin {149) tconewe'nq {138) wesosodji' {150) hqgwadjin. {47)

he scratched him the ground-squirrel he got spotted they said.

27. s'a"E{77) hi'TndkWahe {151) co"? (152) Ke'dji{81)

The earth when it was just finished it was soft it was here

s^a'sTa{153) s§^e'lEnq {154) wegwa' {115) kewe hadji'n. {18)

ground flat should be good they said they were there.

28. nak'^ala' {3) ra'piivsla^ {155) KE'dji {81) tsiangdji'n. {156)

Not a thing over it (he) goes it is here it was to dry.

29. yqtH' {157) s'a'wemsTnE' {158) wekws' {159) WEladji'n {IQO)

Buzzard earth he inspects they sent he went

naygfafa' {161) WEyiiSTa^E'l§ {162) yuWoiEndji'n {163)

he was not to flop he was to spread out only he was to fly aroixnd
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wela' (155) aodji'he{164:) gonfe' (126) go'wifjinfwa{lQ5)
he went while he was going somebody he must have gone there

wede'kH{166) ahi'ha{lQ7) wsme"{113) wela'{168) wek'gladji'n{lQ9)

his tracks they were there he saw he traced he went with

Ts'^dJL'nfwa {110) kya'ogadji'n.{111) 30. na'fe{n2)
it happened to be a bull frog he overtook (him). Not one

s'axTalehe'nq{113) hqgwadji'n{4:7) axKela'y^{114:) he'yqgwa {11 5)
groiind on should (go) he said you are here he said

wehi'Tapaha' {116) we'fafa{lll) Ts'gng{118) we^a'djin{119)
his wings he whipped him (with) bull frog he cried

wetci'xTe{180) xaha'dji {181) hqgivadji'n.{^l) 31. Kewe'wi{182)
his eye-brows swelled they said. He went on

ao'djihe {164:) depole' {183) k'ala' {3) Kewela'djinfwa {184)

while he was going again something must have gone there

we'la{168) kia'ogadjm{lll) tea' Tigdjinfwa {185) tsia'xtsa {32)

he traced he overtook it happened to be a raccoon crawfish

ygfa' {186) ao'ccdjidji7ifwa{181) long'dd{30) wefafa'{lll)
he was fishing for he bad been sitting there him also he whipped

we^adji'n{119) we ra'sosodji' {188) hggenedji'n{19) na' {116)

he cried his face got spotted they used to say and

ygfu'ng {189) hgyu'ST(fe'l§{190) s^a'dase{191) a'oren-

the buzzard he was to spread only earth across he was to

dji'la{192) we'c'o{193) tsH'ha s'as'a'owi {194) he'ndd{28)

fly there but he was tired almost to the ground he fell and then

yg'fafa{161) yub'a'le{195) wela'djin {160) s'aTjub'a' {196) k'a'-

he flopped upward again he went mountains were

^adjin.{191) 32. s^aTUerne' {158) wekw§dji'n {198) yuld'-

made. Earth to inspect they sent (him) he flew

OTe'la{199) we'&o{193) yg'fafadjiJi {200) s'ayu'h'a {196)

aroiond but he got tired he flopped moiintains

Kehadji' (201) hgge'nedjin. (19)
(they) were here they used to say.

Free Translation

1. In the beginning not a thing existed; there was only water

and some animal creatures, as the old people used to tell. 2. The
fowl of the air and the sun met together : They held council what

they could do to find the earth. 3. The sun took the lead at their

meeting. 4. They asked the animals in the water to search for

earth ; they expected the beaver could find some earth, but he could
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not do it. 5. And then they expected the fishotter to dive, but

he also could not do it. 6. Thereupon they asked the crawfish who
said, "If I dive into the water, the following sign will show you:

if I cannot come back to the surface of the water, blood will rise up.

7. If, however, I come back with earth, some dirty yellow water

will rise to the surface." 8. He did not know whether he could get

to where the earth was, but they sent him anyway. 9. He went down
into the water, and after they had waited for a long time they saw
some dirty yellow water coming to the surface, and then the crawfish

himseK appeared with a little dirt between his claws. 10. It was only

very little dirt; they took it and hit it against something that was
sticking out of the water, and the earth was made. 11. Some story-

tellers, however, say that they just threw the earth upon the water

and then the earth was made. 12. The crawfish had dived for earth

for a long time, and when he came back to the surface of the water

the dirt had almost melted, just a little was left over; after the

earth was made the other animals were also created. 13. At first

there was no light on the earth, and so they all met under the leader-

ship of the sun to look for someone who would light the earth.

14. They expected the glow-worm could do it; it flew around, but it

only made very faint gleams of light. 15. Then they asked the star.

16. He also made only a dim light, and then they asked the moon too

;

she gave light, but it was still too dark. 17. Then they expected

the sun could do it, and up she went. 18. Just as soon as she

came up the earth was flooded with light; all the creatures on
earth were glad and sang aloud. 19. Right at noon the sun stopped

on her way. 20. When they saw it, they said the sun should light the

earth that way. 21. And then some were saying, it only should be

day and never night. 22. Others said it would be good if there would
be day as well as night; in this way they talked with one another.

23. After a while the ground squirrel said, "I say the night also

should be for the people to have intercourse so that they may
increase." 24. And then they all agreed with one another that day
should be and night as well. 25. The sun should make the light

during the dajrtime and the moon and the stars during the night;

they all agreed that day and night should be separate. 26. Then the

ground squirrel said, "I said it and it is done that way;" every now
and then he said this, and then the wildcat got mad at him; "Oh
pshaw, even if you did say it you should say it only once," he said;

he jumped on him and scratched him all over, and so the ground
squirrel became spotted. 27. When the earth was just made it

was soft, and they thought it would be good if the ground were flat.

28. Nobody was to go over it so that it could dry. 29. They sent

the buzzard to inspect the earth ; he was not to flop with his wings
but only to spread them out and fly around ; while he was flying he
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noticed tracks where somebody must have gone; he traced them
and it happened to be a bullfrog whom he overtook. 30. "Nobody
is to go on the ground and here you are!" he said; he whipped him
with his wings, and the bullfrog cried, and his eyebrows swelled.

31. The buzzard flew on, and while he was flying he saw again some
tracks; he traced them and when he overtook them he saw it had
been a racoon who was fishing for crawfish; he whipped him too

and the raccoon's face became spotted; the buzzard was only to

spread his wings, he was to fly across the earth, but he got tired and
almost fell to the ground, and then he flopped; when he ascended

again, the mountains were made. 32. They had sent him to inspect

the earth ; he flew around but he got tired, and so he flopped and
the mountains were made.

(1) hi ( ?) (notes 61, 102, 105); rnd verbalizing particle, § 50.

(2) CTohci! verbal or nominal stem; ew = e verbalizing suffix, §§ 9, 50;

dji temporal particle denoting past, § 51 ; at end of sentence djm.

(3) na, prefix expressing negation, § 28; k^ala' something.

(4) go indefinite personal pronom, § 34; rnd stem ,,see".

(5) tsE water; e classifier for inanimate, horizontal objects (= to lie), § 26;

h only, § 63.

(6) KE locative particle, § 65; e to lie (note 5).

(7) I^eW others; weh'^' demonstrative, 3rd person, singular and plural,

beings not Yuchi, § 26; w? to be; Id (note 5).

(8) Ks (note 6); we (note 7); n? (note 7); djin (note 2).

(9) ha'xkE temporal particle, § 66; rna (note 2).

(10) go- classifying prefix, referring to human beings (note 4); ha'ns old,

reduplicated, § 27; we nominalizing suffix, § 25; hs'n^ demonstrative pronoun,
referring to Yuchi, plural (note 7).

(11) /i? personal pronotm, third person singular and plural, Yuchi; § 31;

ya'go to tell ; ne repeated or customary action, § 54 ; djin (notes 2, 8)

.

(12) k^ala' something, (note 3) ; yu above, §65; ? verbal stem 'to belong to',

to be here, § 35, no. 13; ws'n^ (note 7), § 62 &.

(13) tsoon^ > tso-WEuq' (note 7). The sun is considered a living being;

dd also, § 61.

(14) Contracted from KdWd' xdji, § 3; ire (note 6); we (note 7); x § 9;

dji to sit, stay.

(15) K^akKs independent conjimctive, § 67 ; s (note 2) ; go (note 4:); la to do.

(16) gs irregular indefinite personal pronoun, § 35, no. 12; la to find;

re intention or ability, § 53 ; ndji > nsdji ( ?) ; for dji (note 2)

.

(17) WE (note 7) ; k^a reciprocal, § 38; ws'ds to talk.

(18) KE (note 6); we (note 7); ha to be; dji (note 2).

(19) h^ (note 11) ;
gre to say; ne (note 11) ; djm (note 8).

(20) WE (note 8); «, § 9; r?T? to teach, instruct (duplicated).

(21) /'o luider water, § 58, no. 3; a > ahE' here, § 65; odonq > WEdswE'ngf?)
WE (note 8) ; de stem (perhaps of generic character and identical with the

stem TE in note 86) ; wsng (notes 7, 12).

(22) hg (note 11); wags' to hunt; ne(§25): "their himting (it) they asked
for'

' ; (na usually occurs as a modal particle denoting the frequentative,

§ 54 (note 11)).

(23) WE (note 7) ; ko to ask ; djin (notes 2, 8)

.

(24) cags beaver; ong > wen? (note 7).
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(25) we (note 7) ;
yurndcz to suspect, irregular verb, § 37.

(26) go (note 4) ; k'e > k'a (note 17) ; na > n? (note 8) ; la but, § 61.

(27) na (note 3) ;?(note2) ; we (note 8) ; la to do; re (note 16) ;d7m(notes2, 8).

(28) ahe'ndd > ahe'na'ndd independent conjunctive, § 67.

(29) cu fish; la to eat; ne nominalizing suffix, § 25.

(30) lon^'dd > lewen^'dd, § 3; Ze demonstrative pronoxin, § 41 (note 13).

(31) Tnd (note 2).

(32) tsia'xtsa crawfish; -ong (note 13).

(33) a'ogwa > ahe'wegwa; ahe (note 21); gwa to say.

(34) fe > /'o, § 5 no. 3, (note 21) ; we da I go, irregular, § 35, no. 10; ya if,

§ 62a.

(35) K'ala (note 3); go (notes 4, 26); yurndq! to know; ne nominalizing

suffix (note 29).

(36) Demonstrative pronoun, § 41.

(37) adju' the right one; ng (note 8).

(38) na negation, § 59 (note 3); tse water; xa on, § 58, no. 5; Ze, § 29.

(39) di subj. pronoun I; m to come.

(40) axTe enough, § 68; wj (note 7) ; s (note 2) ; ya if, § 62a.

(41) tse water; a;, § 9 ; -ra on, § 58; wi to come.

(42) na and; ^'Z9 but, § 67.

(43) 5'a earth; dji round objects, § 26.

(44) la to find, irregular verb, § 35, no. 12.

(45) ale locative particle, § 65; k^gn > kq together with, § 38; tsq irregular

verb 1st person, ya if, § 62 a (note 34).

(46) ri yellow; e (note 2).

(47) hg (note 11) ; gwa to say, § 35, no. 6; djm (notes 2, 8).

(48) s'a earth; a locative, § 65; y, § 9; dji to sit, to stay (note 14); he

locative, § 29.

(49) a'oga'rendji > ahewegaTe'ndji; ahe' (note 21); we (note 7); ga to

arrive, § 35 no. 2; re (note 16); ndji (note 16).

(50) na not, § 59; o > t^;e (note 7) ; yiirndq! to know; fala if, but, §§ 61, 62.

(51) we (note 7) ; kwz to send; Za/i?, § 61.

(52) fe > /'o (note 34) ; we (note 7) ; Za to go; dji (note 2).

(53) 2/^^?' a long time; -Ze very, § 55.

(54) a § 65 (note 45), ga to arrive (note 49).

(55) Ke (note 6) ; we (note 7) ; ha plural stem to be, § 52) ; r? while, §62 a.

(56) we (note 7) ; rna to see.

(57) Ke (note 6) ; we (note 7) ha to be; /le (note 48).

(58) we possessive, § 39; jcra' claw.

(59) K^aPz between; he (note 48).

(60) sHz little; e (note 2).

(61) hi (note 1), instrumental prefix, § 57; pe to be on, to be covered.

(62) tse water-; xa (note 38) ; lo > lewe, § 3; Ze locative, § 29; we (note 7)

;

wi to come (note 41); dji (note 2).

(63) (note 19).

(64) sHz little; z (note 2); dji (note 2).

(63) 2/? personal and possessive subjective pronoun, third person, not a
Yuchi, § 31; hg to take.

(66) Ke (note 6); yqx^a, perhaps yu above, § 58, no. 10; Va to let go.

(67) texe to hit, to beat.

(68) yt'a'a to be finished; dji (note 2).

(69) q'wq some.

(70) agwa'he > awe'gwahe; a (note 21) ; we (note 7) gwa to say; he (note 48).

(71) s'a earth; co soft; ?;, § 9; dji (note 43).

(72) Ke (note 6) ; we (note 7) ; p*a to throw; he (note 48),
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(73) we (note 7) ; k'^wa to go after; A? emphatic, § 53.

(74) w£; k^g (note 45) ;
gr? to come; he, § 29.

(75) ho impersonal pronominal prefix, § 40; wa to be left.

(76) we (note 7); P? (note 45); wi to come; dji (note 2); ff?> go possibil-

ity, § 53.

(77) s'a earth; e classifier (note 5).

(78) t'ele others; wen^' (note 7); da also, § 61.

(79) k'a.a to be finished; dode'he after when, § 62a.

(80) ?2« not, § 59 ; r?ra light
; gorna (note 4)

.

(81) Ke (note 6) ; dji to sit, § 26; djm (note 8).

(82) P? together (note 45) ; la again, § 63; we (note 7), ha (note 55).

(83) T^Ta light; we (note 7) ; la to do; wenq' (note 7).

(84) we (note 7) ; yu above, § 58, no. 10; wage to hunt.

(85) s'? to wink; dji> tci (§ 10, 8) eye; ha {pa) to burn; c'o tired.

(86) yu above, § 58, no. 10; yu > yuwe; re to fly.

(87) Ks (note 6) ; we (note 7) ; la to go ; jh (note 42)

.

(88) sHz reduplicated "very little" (note 64); Za (note 5).

(89) Tede to flash (see note 67).

(90) la to do, to make.
(91) axKe there, that yonder, § 65; Ze (note 5).

(92) yula around; o > we; re to fly; djm (notes 2, 8).

(93) '2/? star; wen^' (note 7).

(94) aon^'de > ahewen^'de; ahe (note 28); weng' (note 7); de note 13.

(95) Pa dim, easy; le (note 53).

(96) axKe (note 91); le (note 5); cZ/m (notes 2, 8).

(97) ca'/a moon; ong > wewj (note 7).

(98) pado' dark; e (note 2).

(99) Kewe (note 87) ; Za to go; djm (notes 2, 8).

(100) yub'a' upward, § 65; we (note 7) ; gg to come (note 74),

(101) Ke'da now, § 66.

(102) hi (note 61); tyuhi' entirely.

(103) hi (note 61) ; oxpq.' full.

(104) s'a earth; x, § 9; ra on (note 38); o > we (note 7); fa to stand;
ong > wen?, § 62 b.

(105) yo'ndeyu 3rd person pronoun of second reflexive series (§ 33) amal-
gamated with the instrvunental prefix hi- (§37) ; ce to be glad, to enjoy, § 33.

(106) TaxKe just.

(107) Kg to sing.

(108) tea reduplicated, § 54.

(109) tju up, § 58, no. 10; pa to burn; Vi(?).
(110) ha'xKe right then, at that time, § 66.

(111) hi'le all, § 68; oxdjidjm; we (note 7) ; dji to stop; djin.

(112) axKe (note 91); rne (note 2).

(113) rna to see; he when, § 62.

(114) yg (note 65) ; Za to do; ne (note 11); ng imperative suffix, § 53.

(115) gwa to say.

(116) na and, § 67.

(117) (note 33) ; Ae (note 48).

(118) aga day; ele (note 5).

(119) na not, § 59; pado dark; goTne (note 4) ; ng (note 114).

(120) ?'w? some; de (note 13).

(121) aga day; e (note 5); de (note 13).

(122) podo dark, ede (note 121).

(123) Ke'e (note 6) ; /ie when, § 62.

(124) St good; le very, § 55; re intention or ability, § 53.
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(125) tco(?) ; ne nominalizing suffix, § 25.

(126) go'nPe person (human one) ; hs'ng classifier, §§ 26, 27.

(127) pado dark; he when, § 62.

(128) hg (note 11) ; k'a (note 17) ; ga stem.

(129) hg ; wale waha'le to increase; axre (note 40).

(130) gwa to say, irregular verb, § 35, no. 6.

(131) Ke (note 6) ; en > e (§ 9) verbalizing suffix (note 2) ; dji (note 2).

(132) wz; k'a (note 17) ; hornzga' to agree; djin.

(133) zle(?); dji classifying suffix ( ?), § 26.

(134) Tg'ra light; o > we; la to make.
(135) '^? star; weng (note 7) ; dd (note 13).

(136) pado dark; e classifier (note 5).

(137) k^at'e to be separate, reduplication of second syllable; ng (note 114)

;

dji § 62 6.

(138) > tcone-weng.

(139) di independent personal pronoun, § 31; adidza > aditsa (§ 10, 8)

I say, §35, no. 6 (the repetition of the personal pronoun makes it emphatic) ;

n > na and; s^i almost.

(140) tsH then, reduplicated with loss of glottal stop, §§ 8, 54; e (note 2).

(141) ca classifier in many animal names, § 246; t^a stem; ne nominalizing

suffix, § 25.

(142) we; fasis.' to be angry.

(143) goho'go exclamation, § 69.

(144) godi' independent, indefinite pronoun, § 31 ; a'gogwa to say, § 35, no. 6

(145) axKe (note 91); TUd (note 1); q (note 2 ?) ; fala but (note 50).

(146) sghg once; z (note 2) ; le only, § 63; de ( ?).

(147) a'gogwa to say, (note 144); x, § 9; re (note 16).

(148) Ta on (note 38) ; lo > lewe, § 3; Ze (note 38) ; we; fa to stand.

(149) yg (note 65); t'a to scratch, reduplicated, § 54.

(150) so spot, reduplicated, § 54.

(151) hi (note 1) ; rna (note 1) ; k^a-a to be finished; he (note 48).

(152) CO soft; £ (note 2).

(153) s'a earth; sra flat.

(154) sz good; ele futiu-e, % b\; ng imperative, § 53.

(155) Tapi' on, § 65; we; Za to go.

(156) tsia dry; ng (note 7); djin.

(157) ygfi' buzzard.

(158) s'a earth; we; rns to see, duplicated, § 54.

(159) we; kwz to send.

(160) we; la to go; djin.

(161) na not, § 59; yg (note 65) ; fa to flop, duplicated.

(162) we; t/Msra to spread out (?/m above; sra flat ?) ;eh = eZe future ( ?), §51.

(163) (note 92); n (1 see note 16).

(164) > ahe'wedjihe; ahe (note 28); we; dji to go; he (note 48).

(165) go (note 26); wi to come; djinfwa perfect, § 51.

(166) we his, § 39; dekH tracks.

(167) > ahe'weha; ahe (note 28) ; we; ha to be, § 52.

(168) we; la to go.

(169) we; k'g (note 45) ; Za to go; djin.

(170) Teg bullfrog; djinfwa perfect, § 51.

(171) kya through § 57, no. 7; o > we; ga to arrive; djin.

(172) na negation, § 28; ^'e contraction of hife one, §§ 41, 3, 3.

(173) s'a earth; ra on (note 38) ; Ze (note 38) ; /le locative, § 65; n? imperative,

§53.

(174) axKela' locative particle; yg irregular verb go^g' , § 35, no. 13.
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(175;

(176

(177

(178

(179

(180

(181

(182

(183

(184

(185

(186;

(187

(188

(189

(190

(191

(192

(193

(194

(195

(196

(197

(198

(199

(200

(201

he ( ?) ; 2/? (note 65) ; gwa to say.

we his, § 39; hirapa wing; ha plural, § 27.

we; fa to flop, whip, duplicated.

> Te'yweng. re'? bullfrog; weng (note 7).

ws; a to cry; djin.

we; tci eye; », § 9; re rim.

Koba' to swell; dji.

Ke (note 6) ; we ; wi to come.
depole' again, § 66.

Ee (note 6) ; we; la to go; djinfwa perfect, § 51.

tea'rig raccoon; djinfwa perfect, § 51).

yg (note 65) ; fa to fish.

> ahe here, § 65; we; a;, § 9; dji to sit; djinfwa.

we; Ta face, on; so spotted, duplicated; dji.

ygt'u'ng > ygtHweng, § 3.

hg (note 11); yusTq.' elz (note 162).

s'a earth ; dase' across, § 65.

(note 163) ;Za (note 26).

we; c*o tired.

s'a earth, duplicated; owi > hewewi; he locative, § 29; we; wi to fall.

yub'a (note 100); le (note 38).

s'a earth; yub'a upward (note 100).

k^a'a to be finished; djm.

we; Kwe to send; djin.

yulaoTe (note 92) ; la (note 26).

ygfafa (note 161) ; djin.

Ke (note 6) ; ha to be ; dji.


